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Abstract 
Several problems with the inflationary cosmological model and the force coupling 
constants are addressed in the context of superstring theory. In order to simplify the field 
equations slightly, vacuum solutions are attempted. The solutions for several field 
equations are analyzed in order to obtain an inflationary universe that leads to a nearly 
static internal space. A solution is found when Gauss-Bonnet terms, as well as the 
Einstein terms, are used in the field equations, along with an exponential radii function 
for a ten dimensional product space. The solutions lead to a three-phase universe that 
might describe our very early universe. A first phase contains expanding internal and 
external space dimensions. In the second phase the internal dimensions begin to contract 
while the external dimensions continue to expand. In the last phase, the internal 
dimensions become nearly static, thus leading to the nearly constant force couplings 
observed today. These solutions are compared to the observational constraint equations, 
and it is doubtful these solutions characterize the temporal change in the couplings. It is 
found to be difficult to be able to meet these constraints in a manner that is consistent 
with the current age of the universe. In addition, it appears that the non-vacuum solution 
may offer a more accurate description of the early universe. 
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Introduction 
At the low temperature of the universe today, there are four fundamental forces of 
nature: gravitational, electromagnetic and the strong and weak nuclear forces. The 
strength of these forces is governed by force coupling constants in the field theory. For 
the gravitational force, GN is Newton's Universal Constant of Gravitation, which is used 
to calculate the force of gravity given that Fg = GN~1m2 • Fg is the force of gravity 
r 
between two objects in Newtons, m1 and m2 are masses in kilograms and r is the 
separation of two objects in meters and GN is the aforementioned force constant. In MKS 
units the gravitational force constant has been measured to have a value of 6.67 x I 0- 11 
Nm2/kg2. The term constant here is misleading, since in the earlier stages of the universe 
at higher temperatures, force coupling constants could have had changing values. There 
are several theories, which are suited to predict force coupling constant values during the 
early stages of the universe, superstring theory being one of the more promising ones. 
String theory is an attempt to bridge the incompatibility between Quantum 
Mechanics and General Relativity. Quantum Mechanics describes the world of the 
incredibly small in terms of probability densities. The quantum mechanical model of 
electron orbits perhaps best illustrates this idea. Electrons have very small mass, 9. I I x 
1 O -31 kg, and their behaviors is described almost completely by Quantum Mechanics. 
The electrons can be interpreted to move as waves about the nucleus, residing in orbitals 
that are calculated as probability densities of the electron's location. General Relativity 
however, deals with classical objects. General Relativity describes how matter curves 
space-time, and that this curved space is the source of the gravitational force . General 
Relativity accurately describes the behaviors of neutron stars, black holes, as well as the 
entire universe itself. The two are incompatible because as volumes become very small, 
the equations of general relativity go infinite and it is on this small scale when quantum 
behavior becomes important. 
String theory attempts to bridge this gap by modifying our notion of the fabric of 
space-time. String theory considers that each point in space-time actually has some 
length to it. Each point in space-time is presumed to be a tiny vibrating string of energy. 
Looking at space-time in this manner allows for Quantum Mechanics and General 
Relativity to be merged. The space-time strings prevent volumes from reaching a zero 
and thus prevent the infinities found in General Relativity equations [ 1]. 
There are however some wide-ranging new predictions that have come out of 
string theory. One such prediction is that space-time is composed of more than the 
familiar four dimensions. Depending on the particular string model studied, space-time 
might contain as many as 26 total dimensions. An obvious question, is where are the 
extra dimensions since we are only able to observe four? The answer is that the extra 
dimensions are curled up into an internal space. See Appendix A for a discussion on the 
various forms that this internal space may take. This space has lengths on order of 10-33 
centimeters, the Planck length, and is thus beyond our current observational powers. 
Thus, superstring theory requires one to consider our universe as one that contains the 
familiar extended space-time dimensions, as well as a compact internal space, at each 
point in space-time [l]. 
An interesting consequence of the internal space is that its properties determine 
the value of the force coupling constants. According to Kaluza-Klein theory, depending 
on the topology and size of the internal space, the force coupling constant values are 
2 
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determined [ 1]. This leads to yet another question, since the force constants observed 
today are of fixed value, what are the properties of the internal spaces? Further, at earlier 
stages in the evolution of the universe, could the force values have had different or even 
dynamic values? These are a few of the questions considered in this thesis. 
Using General Relativity as a guide, the behaviors of internal spaces are studied 
during the very earliest stages of the universe. The goal is to build a model for universe 
evolution that encompasses the aspects of an inflationary cosmological model, as well as 
that lead to force constants that meet the constraints given by observation. The 
organization of this paper is as follows. In the first chapter the general concepts of 
cosmology are discussed and the useful equations mentioned. Chapter two will discuss 
the inflationary cosmological model. The general concept of string theory and how they 
relate to this study are discussed in chapter three. Chapter four outlines the standard 
approach to using string theory in a cosmological context. Chapters five and six attempt 
to find solutions to the Einstein field equations with and without string motivated Gauss-
Bormet terms respectively. In chapter seven the solutions to a ten-dimensional product 
space with an inflationary external space leading to a static internal space are discussed. 
In chapter eight areas for further investigation are mentioned. The type of internal space 
that is used in this study as well as a brief discussion on Calabi-Y au spaces is contained 
in Appendix A. Appendix B contains a brief exercise in Kaluza-Klein theory. 
Appendices C-J contain Mathematica codes used to carry out calculations used in this 
paper. 
4 
Chapter 1: Cosmology In General 
In order to study the dynamics of the universe, it is necessary to make two simplifying 
assumptions about the makeup of the universe. When viewed on sufficiently large scales, 
there are no preferred directions or preferred location in the universe. This is what is 
known as the Cosmological Principle. This means that the universe is isotropic and 
homogeneous. Isotropic means that the curvature of space is the same everywhere. Over 
distances of around 4000 megaparsecs, the ratio of am is on order of 10·4' where am is 
m 
the mass fluctuation averaged over the volume of the entire mass m, as determined by 
Sacks and Wolf in 1967 [2]. The mass density plays a role in the curvature in space, and 
observing that on large scales it is relatively constant, justifies the isotropic condition. 
Homogeneous means that there is no spatial preference to the universe. In homogeneous 
space, there is no defined preferred location. The local laws of physics hold true, 
regardless of what that point in space is actually doing. At any event, an observer that is 
moving with the space cannot perform any experiment that would allow them to 
distinguish one spatial direction from another. Einstein's theory of General Relativity is 
also essential to studying the dynamics of the universe. In brief, General Relativity states 
that matter curves the space in which it resides. It is this space curvature that produces 
the force of gravity that we observe. The more mass present, the larger the space 
curvature, the stronger the gravitational field. These concepts are used to predict that the 
universe expanded from a very hot dense initial state, where the mass was all in the form 
of thermal blackbody radiation, called the big bang. The big bang starts off with a state of 
extremely high density and pressure for the Universe. Under those conditions, the 
Universe is dominated by radiation. This means that the majority of the energy is in the 
5 
form of photons and other massless or nearly massless particles (like neutrinos) that 
move at or near the speed of light. As the big bang evolves in time, the temperature drops 
rapidly as the Universe expands and the average velocity of particles decreases. 
Finally, one reaches a state where the energy of the universe is primarily 
contained in non-relativistic matter (matter sufficiently massive that its average velocity 
is very much less than the speed of light). This is called a matter dominated universe. The 
early Universe was radiation dominated, while present Universe is matter dominated. 
Several observations allow for empirical evidence of the theory. One is the 
observation made by Edwin Hubble in 1929 that in fact the universe is expanding [3]. 
This expansion is taking place in a very specific manner. First, the expansion is the same 
in all directions. As objects are observed in different locations on the universe, the 
expansion is the same, independent of their location. Second, the velocity of recession is 
proportional to the distance to the object. For example, suppose three galaxies form a 
triangle as in Fig. (1 ). 
Figure 1: Hubble's Expansion Law. 
These galaxies are far enough away from each other that local irregularities can be 
ignored. After some time, the expansion of the universe causes the separation between 
any pair to increase. By the Cosmological principle this expansion must be homogeneous 
6 
and isotropic. This means the new and old triangle must be similar. Thus the physical 
distance between any pair must scale as 
(1.1) 
where 10 is a constant for the pair and a(t) is the universal expansion factor. The rate of 
recession of one galaxy as measured by the other is the time derivative ofEq. (1.1), or 
v = l' = /0a'(t) =I a'(t). 
a 
One then defines the term a'(t) = H, which is then called the Hubble Constant. The 
a 
(1.2) 
term I is then the distance between the two galaxies. One can then rewrite Eq. (1.2) as 
v =HZ. (1.3) 
Eq. (1.3) is known as the Hubble Expansion Law. Current observations compute H0, the 
current Hubble constant value to be on order of 65 ± 8.4 Krn/(s MPS) [4]. 
Another prediction of the Big Bang Theory is the presence of Cosmic Background 
Radiation. Predicted by Robert H. Dicke and P. James E. Peebles in 1964, the Cosmic 
Background Radiation is the radiation that remains after the universe becomes 
transparent to radiation (5]. The early stages of the universe consisted of very high 
temperatures and high density. The temperature was so high that in fact most of the 
mass-energy was in the form of radiation. Since the universe was so small, there existed 
a thermal equilibrium with the universe behaving like a blackbody. As the universe 
expands however, the radiation cools. This cooling process eventually reaches the point 
where nucleosynthesis can occur and then to the temperature where electrons can 
combine with nuclei and the universe then becomes transparent to radiation. This 
temperature of around 3000 K was reached around I 05 years after the big bang [ 4]. This 
7 
remnant radiation must still remain today and is redshifted due to the expansion of the 
universe. Using current values for the Hubble Constant, the value for the current 
temperature of the radiation is 2.726 ± O.OlK as measured by NASA's COBE project 
[7]. 
Yet another test of the Big Bang theory is its prediction of the ; He production 
due to the big bang itself. The theory predicts that at a time of around 35 minutes after 
the big bang, 25% of the nuclei in universe were ; He nuclei. This prediction is based 
upon the length of time the universe would have to expand to have a temperature that 
would allow for nucleosynthesis of : He. The temperature needs to be around I 01° K for 
the process to occur. Since ; He is produced in stars today, it is difficult to determine 
how much of the ; He in the universe was created by the big bang itself. However, 
measurements of ; He abundance mostly fall above the 25% minimum predicted by the 
big bang theory [ 4]. 
Given the overwhelming amount of evidence in support of the model, it is 
reasonable to examine several of the dynamical predictions of General Relativity. Using 
the Einstein equations 
Gµ v = 8JZGNTµ v (1.4) 
where the Einstein summation convention is used, GN is the familiar Newton's universal 
gravitational constant and G µvis a function of the metric and its first and second 
spacetime derivatives calculated by 
(1.5) 
8 
Where Rµ v is the Ricci Tensor, R is the Ricci Scalar Ra a, and gµ)s the metric of the 
space, A is the cosmological constant. The sign convention that will be used throughout 
this paper is that of Misner, Thorne, and Wheeler. The units are taken to be purely 
geometrical, such that c = 1. See Appendix C for a Mathematica code that computes the 
Einstein tensor for the type of space used in this study. The Einstein tensor G µ.- describes 
the curvature of space. The source term Tµ v is the stress-energy tensor that represents the 
distribution of matter and energy. If it is assumed that the large-scale structure of the 
universe is both homogeneous and isotropic, the form of the stress-energy tensor can be 
taken as that of a perfect fluid 
p 0 0 0 
0 p 0 0 
Tw = 0 0 0 
(1.6) 
p 
0 0 0 p 
where pis the mass-energy and p is the pressure of the fluid. Furthermore, assuming 
isotropy and homogeneity, the Riemann tensor Rµ ,-ap must be a constant k, the curvature 
parameter. The form of the metric can then be taken as 
ds 2 = -dt 2 + a 2 (t)[ dr 2 2 + r 2 (dB 2 +sin 2 Bd¢ 2 )] l-kr (1.7) 
where a(t) is the cosmic scale factor and is a measure of the size of the universe. The 
curvature of the space is determined by k, the curvature parameter. The curvature 
parameter is related to what is known as the critical density of the universe. A density 
that is exactly critical would cause a static universe, above or below would cause a closed 
and open universe respectively. The values ofk = + l, k =0, k = -I correspond to the 
closed, flat and open universe curvatures. The volume of the universe in a flat and open 
9 
universe is infinite, while in a closed universe it is found to be finite. In this sort of 
model , called the Friedmann-Robertson-Walker model , the distant galaxies have fixed 
coordinates. As the scale factor a(t) grows, the proper distance between two space-time 
points increases. It is important to remember that the galaxies recede not because they 
move through space. It is the space between the galaxies that is expanding and gives rise 
to the Hubble effects discussed earlier [9]. 
10 
Chapter 2: Inflation 
In 1974 Polyakov found a solution to the field equations for the early universe 
that was stable and introduced some new physics to the standard model [10). The solution 
introduced a magnetic monopole. Since these monopoles are not observed today a 
method of eliminating them was sought out. Guth developed the idea of cosmological 
inflation in 1981 as a method of accomplishing this [ 6). The inflationary scenario 
involved having the universe go through a very short rapid expansion. This expansion 
would be exponential to significantly lower the density of the monopoles. 
The inflationary model also addresses the horizon problem in the standard model. 
Under early conditions of the universe where there would be high redshifts, the space 
curvature would be small compared to the density. Thus the expansion as a function of 
time would be 
H (t) < = ~(~1rpG, ) (2.1) 
given that a is the expansion factor, a' is the recession velocity, GN is the universal 
gravitational constant, and pis the pressure of matter. The total energy density p and 
pressure p satisfy the local energy conservation equation 
t "'I a' ( ) p= - J- p+p , (2.2) 
a 
where again primes indicate the first time derivatives. A light packet that is moving 
radially in a Robertson-Walker line element would move a distance a(t) R dX in some 
time interval dt. The maximum distance this packet could move is 
a• a., dt 0 " da 0 " da RX~ I -= J- ~ J-. 
o a(t) o aa o 0 2p 2 
(2.3) 
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So one can see that if p is not negative, as the expansion parameter approaches zero, the 
density will increase by at least a factor of a-3. As this happens the integral wi ll approach 
zero. Objects that are separated by a distance which is greater than this separation could 
not communicate prior to the present epoch. However, we can see objects that are a 
distance X away from us in either direction, thus a total distance of 2X. When the 
background radiation of two locations, each a distance x away on either side, one notices 
that the temperature is the same. This means these points in space must have been in 
thermal contact at some earlier time, even though there is not enough time for them to 
have been in thermal contact. 
This problem can be resolved if at some time the net pressure is negative. Under 
these conditions the energy density would vary less rapidly than a-2, causing the integral 
to diverge as the expansion parameter approaches zero. The source of this negative 
pressure is a scalar field <t> , with a potential energy function V(<t>). If we consider this 
field to have a Lagrangian density 
L = .!._ <t> <t> g !' - V(<t>) 2 ·' .J (2.4) 
where <t> , = _.?__and <t> 
1 
= ~,then the field equation is then 
. ax' . ax1 
(2.5) 
The stress energy tensor is given by 
1 kl T'l = <I> I <t> J - - glj. (g <t> k <t> I - v ( <t>)) . 
. . 2 . ' (2.6) 
Suppose the field is close to spatially homogeneous so that spatial derivatives can be 
ignored. If the geometry is close to cosmologically flat, we can use the Robertson-
Walker line element 
If Fi= a 3 , then the field equation can be written as 
d 2<J> + 3 a'd<l> = _ dV . 
dt 2 adt d<l> 
Then if the expansion rate equation is solved we obtain a solution of the form 
a ex: eH', where 2 8 H = - nGNV 
3 
where H is the Hubble constant and GN is Newton's universal gravitational constant. 
Thus the universe will experience an exponential growth, rapidly decreasing the 
monopole density as well as eliminating the horizon problem. 
.. Size"' of 
universe 
I 
I 
I 
I J. ..... 
,, I 
,, I 
; I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
T i r:1t 
A 
Figure 2: Comparison of Fried mann expansion ra te to tha t of Infla tion. 
This inflationary era would come to an end as the potential V(<J>) reaches a suitable 
12 
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
(2.9) 
minimum. This minimum must be deep enough for the potential energy of the field to be 
transferred to the kinetic energy term. It must also be assumed that very little of the 
energy density is left at the end of inflation. The inflation period must also provide the 
appropriate initial conditions for the standard cosmological model to take over. This 
means the era must be long enough so that an expanding patch is then larger than the 
current Hubble length. [ 4]. 
13 
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Chapter 3: String Theory 
All of the extra dimensions predicted by string theory may be curled up tightly 
into an internal space. This space is attached to every point in the base space, four-
dimensional space-time, and has a very tiny volume. The radius of the space is at most 
on order of the Planck scale. Inside the space, the stings are presumed to vibrate. 
Depending on the topology of the space, and the vibrational behavior inside the space, 
particle masses and gauge force couplings are predicted. These internal spaces can have 
a wide range of topologies. The topology can be as simple as an n-dimensional sphere, to 
more complicated n-toroid spaces. Each internal space would give rise to a slightly 
different physics due to the differences in vibrational patterns allowed. As a first order 
approximation the internal space can be considered to be that of an n-sphere. 
Independent of the particular space considered, there is a fundamental relationship 
between the force constants and the internal space [ 1]. 
According to Kaluza-Klein theory, the general behavior of the force coupling 
constants is that they wi ll exhibit a dependence upon the scale of the compact dimensions 
( l )
2 
a, =C, ~ and G,, =l _P 2(C'/ )D p Rd (3.1) 
where IP is the Planck length, where IP = ~li~N and Ro is a characteristic radius of the 
compactified space and D is the number of internal spatial dimensions. C and C' are 
constants on order of unity depending on the details of the compactification. See 
Appendix B for a discussion of the origin ofEq. (3.1). An important test of the validity of 
15 
string theory is how well it is able to predict the current values for the gauge couplings 
[12]. 
Possible variations in the value of a with time can be searched for in the spectra of 
distant quasars, since the spacing of the atomic energy levels depends on a 2 . One can 
also look at the f3 decay of radioisotopes over the history of the Earth. The most 
stringent limit is obtained from the Oklo "natural reactor" which occurred in uranium 
deposits about 2 x I 09 years ago. From the isotopic composition of samarium and 
europium samples it has been determined that the cross section for the capture of thermal 
neutrons could have changed very little from the currently measured values. This requires 
I 
that ~where a' is the first time derivative of a, could not could not be any higher than 
a 
roughly 10-7 per year over this time span. In order to go closer to the beginning of the 
universe, the effect of changing a on the primordial He production can be analyzed. The 
standard big bang model requires a primordial He production of 24% ± 1 %. It can be 
shown that with this constraint, that a has not changed by more than 2% since the 
universe was I second old. In order to estimate any changes in G, we can use the 
dynamics of the solar system over the lifetime of the earth as a guide. Given the stability 
of earth's orbit over its lifetime, G' where G' is the first time derivative of G, could not 
G 
could not be any higher than roughly 10-10 per year. Also, given the stability of the 
rotational periods of binary pulsars, requires that G' :5 2 x 10-11 y{1• These observations 
G 
indicate that the internal topology and vibrational behavior are not changing at the 
present epoch of the universe [12]. On the other hand, it is known that the couplings for a 
16 
renormalizable, gauge invariant, local point particle quantum field theory obey the 
Callen-Symansik equation [ 18]. In terms of the four external space-time dimensions they 
I 
are expanding by a constant Hubble value of!:!.... = 65 ± 8.4 (km/s)/MPS. So for string 
a 
theory to be consistent with these observations, the couplings must be changing during 
the early hot phases of the universe and then be held at stable values in the later stages of 
the universe [12]. 
17 
Chapter 4: Superstring Cosmology 
The standard pertabative approach to superstring cosmology is to study 
time-dependant solutions to the lowest-order string equations of motion. For recent 
articles on Superstring cosmology and related topic see Ref [21 ]-[39]. This technique is 
used on scales that are below the string scale but above energies where the string 
symmetries are broken. The general d-dimensional gravitational action in string theory is 
given by 
S r d D+d+I , -:.... R = J X "\/ -gD+d+I O+d+I ' J 6flG O+d+I I D•J·I 
(4.1) 
Where R D+d+i is the Ricci scalar of the (D+d+ I) dimensional manifold with the metric 
g AB and G o+c1+i is the (D+d+ 1) dimensional Newtonian constant. It is a valid procedure if 
the fields evolve slowly such that their higher derivative terms can be neglected. 
Solutions of this sort are viewed as perturbative approximations of the exact solutions. It 
is thought that features of the solutions should exhibit at least some of the features of the 
more general solutions [13]. 
In order to study the dynamics of a string-like universe, one may make use of 
product spaces. In this study we will consider the product of an external ( d+ I) 
dimensional Robertson Walker spacetime and an n dimensional compact internal space. 
The line element then becomes 
where the Greek indices are for the external space and Latin indices are for the internal 
space, R(t) and RJ(t) are the radii functions, (here a change of notation is used, in 
previous chapters the radii were denoted as a(t)), for the extended and internal space 
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respectively and dQd and d0. 11 are the generalized metrics of the extended and internal 
space. The Einstein field equations with Gauss-Bonnet terms is given by 
- Cog c +C (R c _.!_g cR)-C (.!_(R RBDEF -4R RBo +R2)0 c 
2 A I A 2 A 2 2 BDEF BD A ( 4 .3) 
2R RBDEC 2RR c R BR DC c B)) c 
- BDf.'C + A - 4 D BA - 4 R 8 RA = TA 
where A, B ... , are ten-dimensional indices; Co, C1 and C2 are dimensionless constants 
having values on order of unity that can be treated as parameters of the first order theory; 
R, RAs and RAsco are the Ricci scalar, Ricci tensor and Riemann tensor respectively; and 
g is the determinant of the ten-dimensional metric (11]. Values for hand care set to one. 
Again the Einstein summation convention is used 
In this study we will be looking at a purely geometrical description of the 
universe; the affect of matter and radiation will be ignored, i.e. the vacuum universe will 
be considered. The goal is to search out an internal space that allows for the observations 
we notice today pertaining to the steady values for the force constants. The method used 
throughout this study will be described now. Since a vacuum solution is being attempted, 
the field equations will be set equal to zero. The functional behavior for the radii of the 
internal and external spaces will be chosen and the field equations calculated in order to 
obtain the constraint equation. Solutions for the coefficients will be sought out that lead 
to an internal space that meets the observational constraints for changes in the coupling 
constants. 
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Chapter 5: D-Dimensional Solution in the Einstein Sector 
As a first attempt at a solution, the method outlined by Collins is followed [ 12]. In 
order to obtain cosmological solutions in string theory it is necessary to make use of a 
product space that has the symmetry R1 x S3 X s0 . This allows the metric tensor to be 
written in block diagonal form as 
(5.1) 
where M, N run from 0 to D + 3, while i, j = 1 ,2,3 represent coordinates of regular space, 
and a , f3 = 4,5, ... D + 3 represent the D internal space. R(t) is the radius of a 3-sphere 
and Ro(t) is that of a D-sphere, gij is the metric of a unit 3-sphere and gap is that of a unit 
D-sphere. In order to compute the field equations, a Mathematica program was written 
that calculates the Ricci scalar as well as other curvature terms. The metric is taken to be 
that of a Robertson Walker type for the external and internal dimensions. In this study 
the internal space is taken to be a three dimensional sphere for simplicity. This leads to 
the line element 
(5.2) 
with 
dO. = dr i + r2 (dB2 +sin i Bd,1,2) 
3 1-K , 2 <r 
3 
(5.3) 
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and d0. 11 is a generalized metric for an n-dimensional space where R(t) is the scale factor 
for the three-space, and Ri(t) is that for the internal space. When this line element is used 
and the curvature constants K3 and K6 are chosen to be +I the non-zero components of 
the Ricci scalar are found to be 
3 R''[t] 3 RJ[t] 
R11 = -Rltl - Rc![t] (5.4) 
2 2R' [tf 3R'[tJRci[tJ R"[t] 
Ri2=- - - - - ---- - - -(-l+r2)R[t]2 (-I +r2)R[t]2 (-I +r2)R[t]Rc![tJ (-I +r2)R[t) (5.5) 
2 3 R'[t] Rdft] 2Rd£tJ2 RdftJ 
Rss=- - - - - - -- --(-l+x2>RcirtJ2 (-I +x2)R{t]Rc![tJ (-I +x2)Rc![t]2 (- I +x2)Rc![t] (5.6) 
See Appendix C for the Mathematica code that generates Eqs. (5.2-5.4). In this study 
terms in the field equations such as the first terms in both Eq. (5.3) and Eq. (5.4) will be 
ignored. Comparing these terms to the others in the field equations, they are the only 
term in which the radii function or its derivatives do not appear in both the numerator and 
denominator. Since we are looking at very early times in the evolution of the universe, 
the radii functions will have very large values compared to the time derivatives, causing 
1 1 
any terms of the sort -- or ( ) to become very small compared to other terms. It is 
R(I) Rd t) 
therefore reasonable to ignore theses terms during the early universe. 
The field equations would normally be set equal to the nonvanishing components 
of the stress-energy tensor. In this study however we are interested in obtaining vacuum 
solutions. For this reason the stress-energy tensor will be taken as zero to ignore the 
affects of matter and radiation both. These simplifications will allow for an approximate 
solution to the scenario, but should contain features of the full solution. 
At first the functional behaviors of the radii functions are chosen to be 
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R(t) = R,(;J and (5.7) 
When these expressions are substituted into Eq. (5.2) and Eq. (5.3), and the first term of 
Eq. (5.3) is dropped, one finds that the constraint equations for the vacuum are a set of 
coupled quadratics given by 
3(-1+y)y+7(- 1+y")yd =0 (5.8) 
(-1+r)r+2r 2 +7rrc1 = O. (5.9) 
See Appendix D for the Mathematica code that gives a complete list of numerical 
solutions to this constraint. In order to have an expanding 3-space we chose the solution 
r = 0.558 and r" = -0.096. (5.10) 
These solutions do not lead to a cosmology consistent with what we observe. As one can 
see from the fact that y" is a negative number, the internal space would continually 
shrink. 
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Figure 3: Internal radius vs. time. 
The behavior of the external space is consistent with the behavior of our universe. The 
external space is one that is expanding with time. This can be observed on the graph 
below. 
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Figure 4: External radius vs. time. 
However, since the internal space determines the couplings a and GN, we wish to find an 
internal space that is nearly static. A totally static internal space will occur when rd is 
zero. 
A second vacuum solution can be found by taking the radii functions to behave as 
R(t) = R0 exp{J1) and (5. 11) 
When these functions are substituted into Eq. (5.2) and Eq. (5.3), again with out the first 
term in Eq. (5.3), the constraint equation for the vacuum become set of coupled 
quadratics given by 
3y 2 + 7y/ = 0 
When solving the constraint equation on r and r" it is found that the only solution is 
r = r" = 0. See Appendix E for complete list of exact solutions. This is a desired value 
for r., , as it would lead to a static internal space and thus non-changing force coupling 
constants. 
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Figure 5: Static internal space. 
However setting r = 0 would allow only for a static external space. This does not match 
with the observations that the universe is expanding. 
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Figure 6: Static external space. 
Another form of the field equations must be used to search for a solution of the sort that 
is desired. 
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Chapter 6: Vacuum Gauss-Bonnet Term Solutions 
A second attempt at finding solutions of the sort needed for something resembling 
our universe was attempted using an action that contained both the Einstein terms as well 
as the string motivated Gauss-Bonnet terms. If the action is taken as 
where A,B ... are ten-dimensional indices; Co, C1 and C2 are dimensional constants; R, 
RAB and RABco are the Ricci scalar, Ricci tensor and Riemann tensor respectively; g is the 
determinant of the ten-dimensional metric and A is the cosmological constant [ 12]. 
Values for hand care set to one. A maximally symmetric manifold is assumed with the 
line element 
(6.2) 
with 
dr 2 2 ' . ' ' dD.3 = , + r (dB - +sm-(}d9- ) 1- K ,. -3 
(6.3) 
and dD.6 is a generalized FRW form where R(t) is the scale factor for the three-physical-
space, and Rd(t) is that for the internal space. The curvature constants KJ and K6 are 
chosen to be+ I. A variation of the action with gAB yields the field equations 
- Cog/ + c, (R/ _ J_ g / R)-C2 (J_(Rao£F RBoEF -4RaoRao + R2)o/ 
2 2 2 (6.4) 
-2RBDEC RBDEC + 2RRA c -4Ro B RBA DC -4RB c R,.j B))- gA c A= TA c . 
The field equations then have the form 
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(6.5) 
-A 
-C +6 d +12 d + +15- d-
[
R"(t)2 R "(t)2 R'(t)R' (t) R'(t)2 R' (t)2 J 
1 R(t)2 RAt)2 R(t)RAt) R(t)2 Rd (t)2 
90R~(t)4 +60R'(t)2 R~(t)2 + 24R"(t)R'(t)R~(t)+ 120R;(t)R~ 
RAt)4 R(t)2 Rit)2 R(t)2 Rd(t) Rd(t)3 
( 6.6) 
R
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= -C + 120R;R'(t)R~(t) + 240R'(t)R~(t)R~(t)2 + 60R"(t)R~(t)2 2 R(t)RAt)2 R(t)RAt)3 R(t)Rd (t)2 -A 
R" (t)R'(t)2 R'(t)2 R' (t)2 
+12 d +30 d 
R(t)2 Rd(t) R(t)2 Rd(t)2 
-C 3 +5 d +3 +IO +15--d-[ 
R"(t)2 R "(t)2 R'(t)2 R'(t)2 R'(t) R' (t)J 
1 R(t)2 Rd (t)2 R(t)2 R(t)2 R(t) Rd (t) 
R' (t)4 R'(t)2 R' (t)2 R"(t)R'(t)2 R'(t)3 R' (t) 30 d +120 d +6 +30--- d-
Rd (t)4 R(t)2 Rd (t)2 R(t)3 R(t)3 Rd (t) 
Rss = -C +6oR"(t)R'(t)R~(t) +60R;(t)R~(t)2 +I 20R'(t)R~(t)R;(t) 2 R(t)2 Rd (t) Rd (t)3 R(t)RAt)2 
(6.7) 
-A 
R(t)R' (t) 3 R'(t)2 R' (t) R"(t)R' (t)2 R'(t)2 R' (t)2 
+180 d +30 d +60 d +60 d 
R(t)Rd(t)3 R(t)2 Rd(t) R(t)Rd(t)2 R(t)2 Rd(t)2 
See Appendix F and G for Mathematica code that produce the above field equations. 
When the C2 coefficient and A are set to zero and .!_ g v is subtracted, the field equations 2 µ 
reduce to the form of Eqs. (5.2-5.5). Therefore making the previous solutions found in 
Chapter 5, a limiting case of the full Gauss-Bonnet solutions attempted here, if C2 is set to 
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zero. In this full attempt at a solution, the functional behavior of the external and internal 
radii are taken to be 
(6.8) 
When these functions are placed into the field equations, and the right hand side is set to 
zero. In the field equations, C 1 is set at a value of one, and C2 is now called f3 to indicate 
that it is the coefficient of the Gauss-Bonnet terms. When the radii functions are 
substituted into Eq. (6.5) and Eq. (6.6) the constraint equations are found to be a set of 
coupled quartic equations, where x and y are y and y" respectively 
3 (x2 + 6xy + 5 y2) + 2,8(!\ + 18 y (2x3 + 15 x2 y + 20 xy2 + 5 y3)) = 0 
3 (x2 +4xy + ?y2) + 2,8(!\ + 6y (4x3 + 27x2y + 60xy2 + 35y3)) = 0. 
(6.9) 
(6.10) 
In order to seek out solutions, values for f3 and A where chosen and the roots for the 
values for y and yd were found by a numerically solving the equations. See Appendix H 
for Mathematica code that numerically solves for the radii coefficients. f3 and A are 
allowed to vary in the range between -1 and 1. Thus, combinations for the two 
parameters were used to systematically seek out solutions. 
The solutions to Eqs. (6.9-6.10) fall into four categories. The roots are found to 
be either both real, both imaginary, both complex or a combination of real and imaginary. 
When f3 = 0, A may take on any value, it is found that the roots are trivial, both y and 
yd are equal to zero. 
When f3 = 1 and A= 1, the solutions break down into the following categories. 
Roots will be given to include only five digits, for complete values see Appendix I. 
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y real Yc1 real 
0.64786 -0.5 1876 
-0.64786 0.51876 
1.1964 -0.16265 
-1.1964 0.16265 
r imaginary rd imaginary 
-0.35634 i 0.38804 i 
0.35634 i -0.38804 i 
-0.76256i 0.04628 i 
0.76256i -0.04628 i 
0.81649i 0 
-0.81649 i 0 
y complex rd complex 
0.11060 + 0.15536 i 0.11060 + 0.15536 i 
0.11060-0.15536 i 0.11060-0.15536 i 
-0.11060 + 0.15536 i -0.11060 +0. 15536 i 
-0.11 060 + -0.15536 i -0.11 060 + -0.15536 i 
Table 1: Gauss-Bonnet Solutions for fJ = land A= 1. 
When fJ = 1 and A = -1 , the solutions break down into the following categories. Roots 
will be given to include only five digits, for complete values see Appendix G. 
r real rd real 
0.16236 0.16236 
-0.16236 -0.16236 
0.81649 0 
-0.81649 0 
r imaginary rd imaginary 
0.22399 i 0.22399 i 
-0.22399 i -0.22399 i 
y complex Yt1 complex 
0.46467 - 0.25984 i -0.36192 + 0.26969 i 
0.46467 + 0.25984 i -0.36192 - 0.26969 i 
-0.46467 - 0.25984 i 0.36192 + 0.26969 i 
-0.46467 + 0.25984 i 0.36192 - 0.26969 i 
-0.83387 - 0.52184 i 0.12115 + 0.03997 i 
-0.1 1060 + 0.15536 i 0.11060 - 0.15536 i 
0.11060 - 0.15536 i -0.11060 + 0.15536 i 
0.11060 + 0.15536 i -0.11060 + -0.15536 i 
Table 2: Gauss-Bonnet Solutions for f3 = 1 and A= -1. 
When f3 =-land A= -1, the solutions break down into the following categories. Roots 
will be given to include only five digits, for complete values see Appendix G. 
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yreal rd real 
0.22399 0.223993 
-0.22399 -0.223993 
r imaginary rd imaginary 
0.16236 i 0. 16236 i 
-0. 16236 i -0. 16236 i 
0.81649 i 0 
-0.81649 i 0 
y complex rd complex 
0.25985 - 0.46467 i -0.26969 + 0.36192 i 
0.25985 + 0.46467 i -0.26969 - 0.36192 i 
-0.25985 - 0.46467 i 0.26969 + 0.36192 i 
-0.25985 + 0.46467 i 0.26969 - 0.36192 i 
-0.52184 - 0.83387 i 0.03997 + 0.12151 i 
-0.52184 + 0.83387 i 0.03997 - 0.12151 i 
0.52184 - 0.83387 i -0.03997 + 0.12151 i 
0.52184 + 0.83387 i -0.03997 - 0.12151 i 
Table 3: Gauss-Bonnet Solutions for fJ =-land A = -1. 
When f3 = -1 and /\ = 1, the solutions break down into the following categories. Roots 
will be given to include only five digits, for complete values see Appendix G. 
r real rd real 
-0.35634 0.38804 
0.35634 -0.38804 
-0.76256 0.04628 
0.76256 -0.04628 
0.81649 0 
-0.81649 0 
r imaginary yd imaginary 
-0.64786 i 0.51876 i 
0.64786i 0. 51876 i 
-1.1964 i 0.16265 i 
1.1964 i -0.16265 i 
ycomplex rd complex 
0.15536 + 0.11060 i 0.15536 + 0.11060 i 
0.15536-0.11060 i 0.15536 - 0.1 1060 i 
-0.15536 + 0.11060 i -0.15536 + 0.11060 i 
-0.15536 - 0.11060 i -0.15536 - 0.11060 i 
Table 4: Gauss-Bonnet Solutions for fl = -land/\= I. 
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When f3 = land /\. = 0, the solutions break down into the following categories. Roots 
will be given to include only five digits, for complete values see Appendix G. 
r real rd real 
-0.48295 0.34141 
0.48295 -0.34141 
0.88603 -0.13484 
-0.88603 0.13484 
0 0 
r imaginary rd imaginary 
0.15430 i 0. 15430 i 
-0.15430 i -0. 15430 i 
ycomplex Yc1 complex 
-0.26213 + 0.07775 i 0.10676 + 0.08852 i 
-0.26213 - 0.07775 i 0.10676 - 0.08852 i 
0.26213 + 0.07775 ; -0.10676 + 0.08852 i 
0.26213 - 0.07775 i -0.10676 - 0.08852 i 
Table 5: Gauss-Bonnet Solutions for /3 = land /\. = 0. 
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When fJ = -1 and A = 0, the solutions break down into the following categories. Roots 
will be given to include only five digits, for complete values see Appendix G. 
r real rd real 
-0.15430 -0.15430 
0.15430 0.15430 
0 0 
r imaginary r J imaginary 
-0.48295 i 0.34141 i 
0.48295 i -0.34141 i 
-0.88603 i 0. 13845 i 
0.88603 i -0. 13845 i 
r complex rd complex 
-0.07775 - 0.26138 i -0.08852 + 0.10766 i 
-0.07775 + 0.26138 i -0.08852 - 0.10766 i 
0.07775 - 0.26138 i 0.08852 + 0.10766 i 
0.07775 + 0.26138 i 0.08852 - 0.10766 i 
Table 6: Gauss-Bonnet Solutions for fJ = -land A= 0. 
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Each of the roots has a physical interpretation. The roots that contain imaginary 
parts can be written in terms of sines and cosines. Using the Euler Formula that states 
e'x = cosx+isinx (6.11) 
roots of the sort y = .3 5634 i could be represented by radius functions of the form 
R(I) = R0e0356341 = R0(cos(.356341) + isin(.356341)). (6.12) 
Functions of this sort would look like the familiar cosine curve for the real component of 
Eq (6.12). 
Additionally, a root such as y = 0.1106 + 0.15536 i , would lead to a radius function could 
be rewritten as 
R(t) = Roe co 1106+0 im1)1 = Roeo.11061 eo.1ss311 = Roeo.11061(cos(0.11061) + i sin( 0.155361 )) . (6.13) 
These functions would have a shape like the following for the real component. 
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Figure 7: Oscillating radius function vs. time. 
Solutions of this sort would represent an oscillating space that is unlike what current 
space behavior is thought to be. 
The solutions of most interest are that when f3 is negative one and A positive 
one, or vice versa. In both of those cases, there is a solution where r" = 0. The 
implications of such solutions will be addressed in the conclusion. 
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Chapter 7: Conclusions 
Several methods using ideas from string theory to find vacuum solutions for 
various field equations were tried. Using the Einstein field equation terms with radii 
functions that behave as t/t0 did not admit solutions of the sort that would lead to our 
universe. Solutions were coupled such that either the external dimensions were 
expanding while the internal dimensions were contracting, or vice versa. No solutions 
would permit an exit to a static internal space. These criteria must be met since there is 
little change in the coupling constants from around l 00 seconds after the big bang. As a 
further check of this idea, the radii functions can be used in conjunction with Eq. (3.1) in 
order to calculate the changes in force constants predicted by out model. Using 
(7.1) 
and the form of our internal radius function 
(7.2) 
we can obtain that the ratio of change in the alpha parameter has the form of 
a' -2yd 
= --
a t 
(7.3) 
Similarly, one can obtain a relationship between the radius function and the ratio of 
change in the gravitational constant. Using the radius function in Eq (7.2) and coupling 
relation 
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(7.4) 
one can obtain the fact that 
G' 2yd 
= G t (7.5) 
In order to compare to observation, the values of Eq. (7.3) and Eq. (7.5) should be on 
order of 10-17 yf1 and I 0-10 yf1 respectively. However, when the value of yd= -0.096, as 
in Chapter 5 of this paper, is used in Eq. (7.5) the model does not match to observation. 
The range on time values that could be used for this model vary from the preinflationary 
time of 10-43 s right up to the time of inflation, or I 0-31 s. Even taking the larger time, the 
I G' 
start of the inflationary period, and calculating both ~and - we find that the values are 
a G 
on order of I 031 • This differs from experimental values by an order of magnitude around 
A similar method as outlined above was used to attempt to find solutions using an 
exponential form for the radii functions. This too proved not to give the solutions of the 
sort we are seeking. The only solutions were the trivial solutions where y = 0 and 
yd = 0. These solutions yield a universe that is static in terms of the external space, 
which is clearly not in agreement with observation. When using Eq. (7.3) and Eq. (7.5) 
to calculate change in the force coupling constants, we find that both would equal zero. 
This would not allow for changes in the coupling constants as would be predicted by 
Callen-Symansik equations. 
An attempt was made at solving field equations with both an Einstein term and 
the Gauss-Bonnet terms. Here the functional form of the radii was taken to be 
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exponential. This technique lead to many solutions for different combinations of f3 and 
A that could piece together as a model of universal expansion. A three phase model can 
be constructed in which behaves as follows: phase one, all dimensions are expanding, 
phase two, there is a sudden compactification of the internal dimensions, phase three, the 
internal space becomes static and the external space continues to expand. 
In order to put the model together it is necessary to chose specific combinations 
for f3 and A for specific behaviors in the radii behavior. The first phase of the model, 
which occurs immediately after the big bang, has all dimensions on equal footing. No 
dimensions have yet been singled out as to becoming contracted; thus all spatial 
dimensions are expected to be expanding. When f3 = I and A = -1, both 
y = y t1 = 0.162369. Both the internal and external radii would be expanding as 
illustrated. 
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Figure 8: General behavior of the external and internal space. 
In the second phase of the model we would expect the internal dimensions to start 
to contract toward the planck scale, as the external dimensions continue to expand. This 
phase can be seen as a solution when f3 = I and A = I . One solution for the coefficients 
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is that r = 0.356430 and Yt1 = - 0.38854. The expansion and contraction would look like 
the illustrations below. 
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Figure 9: General behavior of external radius of the universe in phase two. 
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Figure 10: General behavior of the internal radius during phase two. 
In the last phase, the internal dimensions would cease to contract. This would 
give rise to the fixed coupling constants that are observed today. However, the external 
dimensions will continue to expand, continuing the phase of inflation to achieve flatness. 
When f3 = 1 and A = I , it is found that y = 0.8164966. Allowing the expansion as 
plotted below. 
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Figure 11 : General behavior of the external radius of the universe during phase three. 
When analysis using Eq (7.3) and Eq. (7.5) are made using the internal radius 
function in Eq. (5.5), one finds that when D = 6 
a' G' 
- = -2y"and - = -6y". 
a G 
(7.6) 
There is a multitude of r ti values to use for this analysis, as seen in tables 1-4. It is 
uncertain how one would interpret and use the imaginary and complex roots in this 
process but one can certainly use a typical real root for this analysis. Notice that rc1 is on 
order of 10·1 thus making Eq. (7.6) to also be on this order of magnitude. This value 
based on the proposed model universe, again, unfortunately does not match with 
observation, being off by an order of magnitude 1016. 
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Chapter 8: Discussion 
In this study it was found that by using the Einstein equations with the Gauss-
Bonnet corrective terms, with a ten-dimensional product space, that solutions with static 
internal spaces can be found. However, the topology of the internal space in this study 
was substantially simplified, the model was a vacuum solution to the universe, and the 
observational changes in force coupling constants was not matched. Given these and 
other issues related to the study, there does exist the opportunity for further research. 
One aspect that could be addressed in further work is to work with a model that 
contains matter and radiation. At various stages in the model the hot big bang model 
could be employed. The isotropic radiation dominated universe could be modeled in d-
dimensions by generalizing the Stefan-Boltmann equation. One could write the density 
and pressure as 
and 
P T D+4 PJ =Po= =ao 
Go = 
D+4 2~(D + 4) f( - 2 - ) 
..,.. 312 D + l 
,. r( 2 )no 
Here a0 is the generalized Stefan-Boltzmann constant in D+4 dimensions with units 
where k=c=ii =1. ~ is the Riemann Zeta funct ion given by((n) = :t ~ , r is the 
k =I k 
co 
normal gamma-function given byf(z) = J1=-1e -1 dt and n 0 is the volume of a unit D-
o 
(8.1) 
(8.2) 
(8.3) 
sphere. Collins [ 12] carries out this sort of analysis for the Einstein sector and finds that 
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the solutions would revert to the vacuum solutions discussed in Chapter 5 of the study. It 
would prove an interesting study to examine what sort of solutions were to come out of 
the full Gauss-Bonnet field equations. This could be done for radii functions of the sort 
t/to as well as for exponential functions. 
Another path that could be investigated is to make use of the energy associated 
with the quantum fluctuations in the internal space. This energy is called the Casimir 
energy. Since the internal space is closed, the wavefunction "11 , would have to be 
periodic in the internal space. Therefore 
'i' (y) = 'i' (y + 2rcR 0 ) 
resulting in eigenfrequencies of 
n 
(J) = - . 
Ro 
The energy density for this sort of internal space has been calculated by Candelas and 
Weinburg to have the form, when R> >Ro 
(8.4) 
(8.5) 
(8.6) 
where Co is a numerical coefficient on order of unity [19]. The process that would then 
take place is to include a finite cosmological constant into Einstein's equations to balance 
the Casimir pressure. If one considered a vacuum solution, the stress energy tensor 
would vanish. This would allow one to take the non-zero components of the Einstein 
tensor, and search for Ro that would cause the components to become equal to zero. 
Further, one could look for the form of the scalar field that would be introduced by the 
Casimir energy. This field could act in a manner that would cause inflation if the scalar 
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field would be a solution to Eq. (2.4). One would hope that then a stable minimum could 
be found for the universe to be currently settled into. 
Further study could also be done using a similar method as in this study, but for 
more complicated internal spaces. In this study, spheres were used to simplify the 
calculations considerably. However, it is conceivable that interesting new results would 
be obtained by taking the internal space to be that of a torus, or other topologically 
unique spaces [ 12]. 
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Appendix A: Calabi-Yau Spaces and Manifolds 
At present the techniques for dealing with the compactification of the 
extra dimensions required by string theory are too primitive to provide a non-pertabative 
theory. However, it turns out that rather mild restrictions on the compactification are 
sufficient to obtain reasonable phenomenology. Unfortunately, there are thousands or 
even millions of possible classical solutions. It remains to be seen how to choose one 
vacuum over another. In this paper it is assumed that the compactification can be 
performed and will allow for reasonable pertabative results of the theory. 
Two of the most often used methods of describing the compactified space in 
string theory are Calabi-Yau spaces and Orbifolds [16]. A Calabi-Yau space required 
that N= 1 supersymmetry in four dimensions be unbroken. This forces one to consider 
manifolds with a convariantly constant spinor. This requirement forces the internal 
manifold to be a Calabi Yau manifold. When the compactification takes place on a tori 
divided by the action of a discrete group, one is using the Orbifold technique. This 
technique allows one to break the gauge group and arrive at different low-energy 
predictions. In this study however, there are several simplifying assumptions made about 
the internal space. Taking the internal space to be that of an n-sphere, where the number 
of dimensions n will depend on the complexity of the particular model, will be the 
manifold for the internal space. The metric for the complete space-time will be taken to 
be 
ds 2 = -dt2 + R(t)dO./ +Rd (t)dO./ (A. I) 
where 
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(A.2) 
and dQd will the metric for internal space. 
Throughout the paper, this internal n-sphere manifold is what will be referred to 
as the internal space. The simplifications made here in the topology of the internal space 
are made under the assumption that the external physics is related to the radius function 
and size of the internal space to first order. 
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Appendix B: Kaluza-Klein Theory 
In order to supply background information for the relationships found in Eq. (3 .1 ), 
a short example of the work done by Kai uza is provided here. In 1926, Kaluza set about 
calculating what Einstein's equations would yield if a five-dimensional metric was used. 
As will be shown, in five dimensions, the Einstein equations reduces to the familiar 
equations in four-space and Maxwell's equations in the one extra dimension. 
In this exercise from [12], we will us x = x0, x1, x2, x3 for the usual four space-
time dimensions, and y = x4 is the extra dimension. Kaluza imposed a "cylinder 
condition" on the extra dimension. This condition requires that 
og"'"' = o. 
oy 
Begin by then expanding gAIN (x,y)into the form 
( ) "" 11 ( ) mv I r g AIN x,y = ~g AIN x e . 
and then parameterize g 0 MN into the form 
Now the Einstein action of general relativity can be written in the form 
S = - - \- J d 4xdye 5 R 5 
2k 5 
where ks is the gravitational constant in five-space and e5 and R5 are calculated from 
(B. l) 
(B.2) 
(B.3) 
(B.4) 
g 0 MN . It can be shown that es= fP- 113e, where e is defined in terms of the metric gµv. 
One can also calculate R5 and then simplify the action to the form of 
(B.5) 
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where R is the usual four-dimensional scalar curvature and 
(B.6) 
Eq. (B.5) is the Einstein action for gravity in four-dimensional space along with 
electromagnetism and a massless scalar field ¢. The gravitational constant can then be 
obtained and written as 
(B.7) 
In the full ten-dimensional case of calculating force coupling constants, one finds as in 
Eq. (3 .1 ), when D is the number of internal spatial dimensions. 
(B.8) 
One can demonstrate that the Aµ field couples with matter a second scalar field, 
<I> is introduced. This changes the action to a kinetic energy form given by 
where 
When this expression is put into Eq. (B.8) one obtains 
To find the charges of the scalar field, one must remove the factor m:_<P from the 
k 5 
FµvFµv in Eq. (B.10). One then finds that the field <1> 11 is 
(B.8) 
(B.9) 
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(B.11) 
ma-; 
If one takes rJB to be on order of the Planck length, z,, = V~ then Eq. (B.11) 
gives the correct order of magnitude for the fine-structure constant since, if we identify 
Q1 = e , we find that 
e 2 2k2 4G;.)i 4!/ 
a=--= =--=--
4;rnc 4;rBr 2nc Br 2c3 Br 2 
(B.12) 
is on order of unity. 
In the full ten-dimensional case of calculating force coupling constants, one finds 
as in Eq. (3.1) 
a = C (!.t__J
2 
I I R 
" 
(B.13) 
For further information on Kaluza-Klein theory, see Ref. [8] and [14]. 
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Appendix C: Generation of Einstein Equations 
This code is used to calculate the Ricci Tensor of a seven dimensional space for use in 
method outlined by Collins. Both the external and internal space are taken to have a 
metric of the form 
' ' ' [ dr 
2 
2 2 . 2 2 J ds- = -dr + a-(t) , + r (dB + sm BdrjJ ) 
1- Ja·-
(C. l) 
where the curvature constant k is taken to have a value of one. The notation used for the 
external dimensions are the familiar t, r, Band .9. The internal dimensions are given the 
subscript d with the exemption being the internal radius; it is denoted by x. The radii 
functions are R(t) and Rd(t) for the external and internal dimensions respectively. The 
Ricci Tensor is calculated by using the formula 
R - Ra - ara po ara Pr r ,,, rµ r a rµ µv - µav - - 0 + Pt5 - µt5 Pr · axr Ox 
The connection coefficients, ra Pr are found by using 
r a - aµ a r Pr -g - µpr 
axa 
(C.2) 
(C.3) 
dim =7; 
x[I] = t; 
x[2] = r; 
x[3] = fJ; 
x[4] = ¢; 
x[5] = x; 
x[6) = Od; 
x[7) = ¢d; 
diag[l]=-1; 
diag[2] = (a[t])"2 I (I - r"2); 
diag[3] = (r a[t])"2; 
diag[4] = (r Sin[ OJ a[t])"2; 
diag[5] = (b[t))"2/(l - x"2); 
diag[6) = (x b[t]) " 2; 
diag[7] = (x Sin[y] b[t))"2 
a[t] = R[t]; 
b[t] = Rd[t]; 
TLL[I) = p; 
TLL[2] = p; 
TLL[3] = p; 
TLL[4) = p; 
TLL[5] =Pd; 
TLL[6] =Pd; 
TLL[7] =Pd; 
diagonal= Table[diag[i], (i, dim}]; 
g = DiagonalMatrix[diagonal]; 
ginv = lnverse[g); 
gammaLLL = Array[gLLL, {dim, dim, dim}]; 
gammaULL = Array[gULL, {dim, dim, dim}]; 
TME = Table[TLL[i] , {i, 7}]; 
TMUNU = DiagonalMatrix[TME]; 
Do[ Do[ ( Do[gammaLLL[[i, j, k)] =(I /2) (D[g[[i, j]], x[k]] + D[g[[k, i]], x[j)] -
D[g[[j, k]], x[i]]), {i, dim}); 
Do[gammaLLL[[i, k, j]] = 
gammaLLL[[i, j, k]] = Simplify[gammaLLL[[i, j, k])], (i, dim}]; 
Do[gammaULL[[i, j, k]] = 
Sum[ 
ginv[[i, I]] gammaLLL[[I, j, k]], {I, dim}], {i, dim}]; 
Do[gammaULL[[i, k, j]] = gammaULL[[i, j, k]] = 
Simplify[gammaULL[[i, j, k]]], {i, dim}); 
), 
{k, j, dim}], {j, dim}]; 
Print["Christoffels done"]; 
RnULLL =Table[ D[gammaULL[[i, j, I]], x[k]] - D[gammaULL[[i, j, k]], x[I]] + 
Sum[ gammaULL[[s, j, I]] gammaULL[[i, s, k]], {s, dim}] -
Sum[gammaULL[[s, j, k]] gammaULL[[i, s, I]], {s, dim}], 
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{i, dim}, {j, dim}, {k, dim}, {I, dim}]; 
RnLLLL = Table[Sum[g[[i, n]] RnULLL[[n, j, k, I]], {n, dim}], 
{i, dim}, (j, dim}, {k, dim} , {I, dim}]; 
Rn LULL= Table[Sum[ ginv[[j, n]] RnLLLL[[i, n, k, I]], (n, dim}], 
{i, dim}, (j , dim} , {k, dim}, (I, dim}]; 
RnLUUL =Table[ Sum( ginv[lk, n]] RnLULL[[i, j, n, I]], {n, dim}], 
{i, dim}, {j , dim} , {k, dim}, {I, dim}]; 
RnLUUU = Table[ Sum[ ginv[[I, n]] RnLUUL[[i, j, k, n]], {n, dim}], 
{i, dim}, (j, dim}, {k, dim}, {I, dim}]; 
RnLLUU = Table[Sum[g[[j , n]] RnLUUU[[i, n, k, I)], {n, dim}], {j , dim}, {i, dim}, 
{k, dim}, {I, dim}]; 
RnUUUU = Table[Sum[ginv[[i, n]] RnLUUU[[n, j, k, I]), {n, dim}] , 
(i, dim}, (j, dim}, {k, dim}, (I, dim}]; 
RiLL = Table[Sum[RnULLL[[k, i, k, j]], {k, dim}] , {i, dim}, {j, dim}]; 
RiUL = Table[Sum[ginv[[i, j]) RiLL[[j, k]], {j, dim}], {i, dim}, {k, dim}]; 
RiLU = Table(Sum[ginv[(i, j]) RiLL[[k, j]], {j, dim}], {i, dim}, {k, dim}] ; 
RiUU =Table[ Sum[ginv[[i, n]] RiUL[[j , n]], (n, dim}], {i, dim}, (j, dim}]; 
RS I =Sum[ RiUL[[i, i]], {i, dim}]; 
RS= Simplify[RSI]; 
Print["RS: ",RS]; 
R 11 = Extract[RiLL, {I, I}] ; 
Print["Rll : ",RJI]; 
R22 = Expand[Simpli fy[Extract[RiLL, {2, 2}]/R[t]"2]]; 
Print["R22: ", R22]; 
R55 = Expand[Simplify[Extract[RiLL, {5, 5}] I Rd[t]"2]]; 
Print["R55 : ", R55] ; 
Christolfels done 
RS: ~ 2 (6x2 Rd[t]2 {I + R'[tJ 2) + x2 R[t]· Rd[t] 
6 x2 R[t] Rd[t] (3 R'[t] Rd[t) + Rd[t] R"(t]) + R[t) 2 (-2 + 6 x2 + 6 x2 R:S[t]2 + 6 x2 Rd[t) R;!ltl)) 
3 R"(t] 3 Rd'[t] 
RI I: -Rftl- R;Jtf 
2 
R22: - ----=-(- I +r2 )R[t)2 
2 
R55: -----(-! + x2) Rd[t] 2 
2 R'[t]2 
(-1 + r2) R[t]2 
3 R'(t) ~[t] 
(-1 + r2 ) R[t] Rd[l] 
R"[t] 
(-1 + rl) R[t] 
3 R'[t] Rd[l) 2 Rd[t]2 Rd'[tJ 
(-1 +x2 )R[t]Rd[t) (- 1 +x2)Rd[t]2 (-1 +x2 )Rd[t] 
Printed by Mathematica for Students 
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Appendix D: Einstein Solutions 
This code takes the derivatives of the radii functions and uses them in Eq. (5.3) 
and Eq. (5.4) in order to find and solve the constraint equations on the radii coefficients. 
The notation in the code is that LHS 1 and LHS2 are Eq. (5.3) and Eq. (5.4) respectively. 
For the coefficients, y is used to denote the external radius coefficient and t; denotes the 
internal radius coefficient. In the text of this paper the external and internal coefficients 
are given the symbols r and rd. Other notations used in the code are: R3, R3SP and 
R3DP are the extended radii function, its first and second derivative respectively; 
similarly RD, RDSP and RDDP are the internal radii functions and its first and second 
derivatives. Solutions for rand t; are found to be 
I I I - I 
{{r -+ 10 (1-v'21 ). (-+ 7o (7+3V21 J}. {r -+ 10 (I + V21 }, (-+ 70 (7-3V21 J}. ls -+ O, y-+ Ol. 1( -+ I. y-+Ol} . (D. l) 
dim= 7: 
R3 = (t / 1)" y; 
RD = (t/1)" (; 
R3SP =at R3; 
R3DP = at RJSP; 
RDSP =at RD; 
RODP = {)t RDSP; 
Print("RJ: ", R3); 
Print["RJSP: ", R3SP] ; 
Print["R3DP: ", R3DP]; 
Print["RD: ", RD): 
Print["RDSP: '', RDSP]: 
Print["RDDP: ", RDDP] ; 
LHSI = (3R3DP/R3) + dim(RDDP/RD); 
Print["LHSI : ". LHSI]: 
LHS2 = ((R3DP /R3) + 2 ((R3SP R3SP)/(R3 R3)) +((dim R3SP RDSP) I (R3 RD))+ 2/(R3 R3)); 
Print["LHS2: ", LHS2] ; 
LHS3 = 
(ROOP/ RD)+ (dim - l)((RDSP RDSP)/ RD RD)+3 ((R3SPRDSP)/ R3 RD)+((dim-1 )/(RD RD)); 
Print["LHS3: ", LHS3]; 
HDI = Simplify[LHS I) ; 
Print["HD I : ", LHS I]; 
HD2 = Simplify[LHS2) ; 
Print("HD2: ", LHS2): 
HD3 = Simplify[LHS3): 
Print["HD3: ", LHS3]: 
I - 2+y ( -1 +y)y( ,:-) 
R3DP: 
t ( 
RD: (,:·) 
{ ( !.fl+( 
RDSP: -""T'---
T 
(-1 +0S<tf 2•< 
RDDP: T2 
LHS 1: 3 ( - 1 + y) y + 7 (- I + {) { 
t2 tl 
(- I + y) y 2 y2 7 y { ( t )- 2 Y 
LHS2: + - + - + 2 -12 12 tl T 
HDl : 3 (-1 + y ) y + _7_(-_l _+_SJ_{ 
t2 t 2 
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HD2: 
( - I + y) y 2 y2 7 y ( ( t )-2 r 
- --+-+-+2 -
12 t2 12 T 
I -2+2( i I - '+'( 
HD3·. (-1+()( (1)-H 3y((T) 6(-(;:)--
12 + 6 T + Tl + T2 
a= HD!; 
I -2y 
b = HD2 - 2 ( T) ; 
Solve[{a == 0, b == 0). {y, W 
{ {y ~ ~ (1 -v'21), ( ~ 710 (7 + 3 v'21)}, 
{y ~ ~ (I + v'2J), ( ~ 7
1
0 (7 - 3 v'2J)}. {( ~ 0. y ~ 0). Is~ I, y ~ Ol} 
Printed by Mathematica for Students 
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Appendix E: Exponential Einstein Solution 
This code is essentially the same as that used found in Appendix D. However, in this 
case the radii functions were taken to be exponential. Where again y is used to denote 
the external radius coefficient and t; denotes the internal radius coefficient. Tis used to 
denote an initial time t0 • In the text of this paper the external and internal coefficients are 
given the symbols y and r d . The constraint equation for the vacuum becomes a quadratic 
set of equations 
3y 2 + 7y,,2 = 0 
3y 2 + 7yyd = 0 . 
When solving the constraint equation on rand Yt1 it is found that the only solution is 
(E.1) 
(E.2) 
dim= 7; 
R3 = E"(y t + T); 
RD = E"((t + T); 
R3SP =at R3: 
RJDP = 81 R3SP; 
RDSP = 81 RD; 
RDDP = 81 RDSP; 
Print["R3: ", R3]; 
Print["R3SP: ", R3SP]; 
Print["R3DP: ", R3DP]; 
Print["RD: ", RD]: 
Print["RDSP: ", RDSP): 
Print["RDDP: ", RDDP); 
LHS I = (3 R3DP I R3) + dim (ROOP /RD): 
Print["LHSI: ", LHSI] ; 
LHS2 = ((R3DP I R3) + 2 ((R3SP R3SP) I (R3 R3)) + ((dim R3SP RDSP) I (R3 RD)) + 2 I (R3 R3)); 
Print["LHS2: ". LHS2]: 
LHS3 = 
(RDDP/RD) +(dim- l) ((RDSP RDSPJ / RD RD)+3 ((R3SPRDSP)/R3 RD)+((dim-1)/(RD RD)); 
Print["LHS3: ", LHS3]; 
HDI = Simplify[LHS I]; 
Print["HDI: ", LHSI]; 
HD2 = Simplify[LHS2] ; 
Print["HD2: ", LHS2]; 
HD3 = Simplify[LHS3]; 
Print["HD3: ". LHS3]: 
R3: ('T+t y 
RD: er+i( 
RDSP: eT+•< ( 
LHS I: 3 y2 + 7 ( 2 
LHS2: 2e-H-2•r+3y2 +7y( 
LHS3: 6e-2r-21( +3en+21<y(+(2 +6e2T•2•(s2 
HDI : 3y+7(2 
HD2: 2e-2T-l•r+3y2+1y( 
HD3: 6 e -n-21( + 3 e2T+2 •( Y ( + (2 + 6 e2T+2 •< (2 
a = HDI ; 
b = HD2-2e-~T-1 •Y : 
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Solve[{a == 0, b ==OJ, {y, W 
!Ir --+ o, { --+ OJ, Ir --+ o, {--+ 01, Is--+ o, r--+ OJ. !{--+ o, r--+ Oil 
Printed by Mathematica for Students 
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Appendix F: Generation of Gauss-Bonnet Equations 
This code generates the Einstein equation with Gauss-Bonnet terms using 
- Cog c +C (R c _.!_g cR) -C (.!_(R RBDEF - 4R RBD +R2)<5 c: 
2 A I A 2 A 2 2 BOEF 80 A (f. l) 
- 2RBDEC RBDEC + 2RRA c -4Ro B RBA oc - 4Rs c RA B)) -Ag Ac =TA c 
where the metric is taken to have the same form and notation as in Appendix A. The 
coefficients Co and C1 are set at a value of 1 in the code. C2 is called f3 in the code. This 
code specifically shows that when f3 = 0 , the field equations reduce to those found in 
Collins. 
dim= 7; 
x[ I] = t; 
x[2] = r; 
x[3] = 8; 
x[4] = ¢; 
x[5] = x; 
x[6] = Bd; 
x[7] = ¢d; 
diag[I] = - I ; 
diag[2] = (a[t]) " 2/(I - r" 2); 
diag[3] = (r a[t]) " 2; 
diag[4) = (r Sin[B] a[t])" 2; 
diag[5] = (b[t])"2/(I - x"2); 
diag[6] = (x b[t))"2; 
diag[7] = (x Sin[y) b[t)) " 2 
a[t] = R[t]; 
b[t] = Rd[t] ; 
fJ = 0; 
TLL[I] = p ; 
TLL[2] = p; 
TLL[3) = p; 
TLL[4] = p: 
TLL[5] = Pd; 
TLL[6) = Pd: 
TLL[7] = pd; 
diagonal = Table[diag[i], (i, dim}); 
g = Diagona!Matrix[diagonal]; 
ginv = lnverse[g]; 
gLU = Table[Sum[g[[i. k]] ginv[[k. j]). {k, dim}], (i, dim}, {j, dim}] 
gammaLLL = Array[gLLL, {dim, dim, dim}]: 
gammaULL = Array[gULL, {dim, dim, dim}]; 
TME = Table[TLL[i], (i, 7}] ; 
TMUNU = Diagona!Matrix[TME]; 
Do[ Do[ ( Do[gammaLLL[[i, j , k]] = ( I I 2) (D[g[[i, j]], x[k]] + D[g[[k, i]], x[j]] -
D[g[[j, k]], x[i]]), Ii, dim)] ; 
Do[gammaLLL[[i. k, j]) = gammaLLL[[i, j , k)] = Simplify[gammaLLL[[i, j , k)]], {i. dim}]: 
Do[gammaULL[[i, j , k]) = 
Sum[ginv[[i, I]] gammaLLL[[I, j , k]], (I , dim}] , (i, dim}]; 
Do[gammaULL[[i. k. j]) = gammaULL[[i, j , k]] = Simplify[gammaULL[[i, j , k])), (i, dim}]: 
), 
(k, j. dim}]. {j, dim}] ; 
Print["ChristofTels done"); 
RnULLL =Table[ D[gammaULL[[i, j , I]]. x[k]] - D[gammaULL[[i, j , k]], x[I]] + 
Sum[ gammaULL[[s, j. I]] gammaULL[[i, s, k]]. {s, dim}] -
Sum[gammaULL[[s, j , k]] gammaULL[[i, s, I]], (s, dim}], 
(i. dim}, (j, dim}, (k, dim}, (I, dim}]; 
RnLLLL = Table[Sum[g[[i, n]] RnULLL[[n. j, k, I)], (n. dim}]. (i. dim}, (j, dim}, {k, dim}, {I, dim}]; 
RnLULL = Table[Sum[ ginv[[j, n]] RnLLLL[[i, n, k, I]]. {n, dim}], (i , dim}, (j, dim}, (k, dim}, {I, dim}]; 
RnLUUL = Table[ Sum[ ginv[[k, n]] RnLULL[[i, j , n, I]], {n. dim}], {i, dim}, (j , dim}, {k, dim}, {I, dim}]; 
RnLUUU = Table[ Sum[ ginv[[I, n]] RnLUUL[[i, j, k, n]], {n, dim)], (i, dim}, (j, dim}, {k, dim}, (I, dim}]; 
RnLLUU = Table[Sum[g[[j, n)] RnLUUU[[i, n, k, I]], (n, dim}], (j, dim}, (i, dim}, 
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(k, dim), (I, dim)); 
RnUUUU = Table[Sum[ginv[[i, n)] RnLUUU[[n, j. k, I]], (n. dim)). (i, dim}, {j, dim}, (k, dim), {I, dim)] ; 
RiLL = Table[Sum[RnULLL[[k, i, k, j]],.(k, diml], (i. dim), (j, diml]; 
RiUL = Table[Sum[ginv[[i, j]] RiLL[[j. k]], (j, dim)], (i, dim}, {k, diml]; 
RiLU = Table[Sum[ginv[[i, j)] RiLL[[k, j]), (j, dim)]. (i, dim}, (k, dim)]; 
RiUU =Table[ Sum[ginv[{i, n]] RiUL[Li, n]], (n, dim}), (i, dim}, (j, dim)] ; 
RS I = Sum[ RiUL[[i, i)], (i, dim}); 
RS = Simplify[RSI] ; 
Print("RS: ", RS]; 
GaussCO = Table[Sum[ginv[[j, i]) g[[i, k]), {i, dim}). (j, dim}, (k, dim}]; 
GaussX = Table[Sum[RiLU[[i, j]] - ( I / 2) gLU([i. j)) RS], {i, dim), (j, dim}] ; 
Gauss I = Sum[RnLLLL[[i, j, k, I]) RnUUUU[[i, j, k, I]), {i, dim), (j, dim}, {k, dim}, {I, dim}]; 
Gauss2 = Sum[RiLL[(i, j]] RiUU[[i, j]], (i, dim), (j, dim}); 
Gauss3 = RS RS; 
Gauss33 =Table[ Sum[(Gauss I - 4 Gauss2 + Gauss3) ginv[[j. i]) g[[i, k]), {i, dim}], 
(j, dim}, {k, dim}] ; 
Gauss4 = Table[Sum[ RnLLLL[[i. j. k. I]) RnUUUU[[i. j. k. s]], (i, dim}. (j, dim}, (k, dim}]. {I, dim}, (s. dim}]: 
Gauss5 = Table[ RS RiLU[[i, j]]. (i. dim). (j. dim}]; 
Gauss6 =Table[ Sum[ RiLU[[i. j]] RnLLUU[[j. k. i, IJ], (i, dim). (j. dim)], (k, dim}, (I. dim}]; 
Gauss7 = Table[ Sum[ RiLU[[i. j]] RiLU[[k. i]]. (i, dim}], (j. dim), (k, diml]: 
GB I = Gauss I - 4 Gauss2 + Gauss3: 
GB = Simplify[GB I]; 
GB2LU = 
Table[-( I I 2) GaussCO[[i, j]] + GaussX[( i, jJl - ( I / 2) Gauss33[[i. j]] -
(2 Gauss4[[i , j]] + 2 Gauss5[[i, j)) - 4 Gauss6[[i, j)) - 4 Gauss7[[i, j))), 
{i, dim}, {j. dim)]; 
GB2LL =Table[ Sum[ g[[j, i]) GB2LU[[k, i]], {i, dim}), (j, dim}, (k, dim}] ; 
GBB = Simplify[GB2LL]; 
Print("GBB: ", GBB]; 
LO I = (RS + ,8 GB+ A)(a(t])" 3; 
LD2 = Expand[LDI]: 
LD3 = Collect[LD2, a"[t)); 
LO = Simplify[LD3]; 
G I = Table[RiLL[[i, j]) - (g[[i, j)] RS) /2 - g[[i. j]] A - 8 rr TMUNU[[i, j]J - ,8 GBB[[i, j]), (i, dim}, {j, dim}): 
G = Simplify[G l]; 
Print["G: ", G]; 
x2 Sin[y]2 R.i[t]~ 
((I, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, Ol, (0. I, 0, 0, 0, 0, OJ, (0, 0, I, 0, 0, 0, 0), 
(0, 0, 0, I, 0, 0, 0), (0, 0, 0, 0, I, 0, 0), (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, I, 0), {0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, I)} 
ChristofTels done 
I 
RS: , 2 xi R[t]- fl.![t) 
(6 x2 fl.![t]2 (I + R'{tj2) + 6 x2 R[t) fl.![t] (3 R'[t] ~[t] + R.![tJ R"[t)) + R[t]2 (-2 + 6 x2 + 6 x2 R:S!tJ2 + 6 x2 R.![t] R;f [t])) 
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GBB: 11 \ 3 (72 x2 R.!(1)2 (I + R'[1)2)(R'[1] Rd[I) + 2 R,i[t) R"[I)) + 6 R[1] 2 2 xl R[I) Rd[I] 
(8Rd[1](-I +3 x2 +3x2 Rd[1) 2)R"[t] + R'[I] Rd[l](-4 + 12x2 + 3 x2 Rd(1]2 + 12x2 Rd[t]2 + 72x2 R,i[1] RJ[I])) + 
6 R(I) R,i(1] (4 (- 1 + 3 x2 + 3 x2 R:i[t]2 + R'[l)2 (-1+3 x2 + 9 x2 Rd(t] 2)) + 
x2 R,i[1] 2 (I + R'[1] 2 + 8 R"[1)2) + 24 x2 R,i(1] (3 R'[I) Rd[I) R"[I) + RJ(1) + R'[1)2 RJ[1))) + 
R(1}3 (x2 R,i(1)1 +48 (-1 + 3 x2 + 3 x2 Rd[l]2) Rd'fl] + Rdfl] (-2 + 6 x2 + 6 x2 R:if1)2 + 48 x2 R;;[t]2m. 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, O}, 
(0, I 2 3 (64 x2 R,i[1)3 ( I+ R'[l)2 )
2 
+ 80x2 R(I) Rd[1] 2 (I+ R'(1]2)(3 R'[1] Rd[t) + R,i[t] R"(1]) + 
2(-1 +r2)x2 R(I} ~(I] 
R[1)4 (x2 ~(1)1 + Rd[I} (-2 + 6 x2 + 6 x2 Rd[1}2) + 6 x2 Rd[l) 2 Rd'[I) + 8 (-1 + 3 x2 + 3 x2 Rd(t)2) Rd'[I)) + 
4 R[1]3 (R,i[I) R"(I] (-8 + 24 x2 + x2 R,i[1] 2 + 24 x2 Rd[1] 2 + 12 x2 ~[I] Rd'f 1]) + 
R'[1) Rd[I] (- 16 + 48 x2 + 3 x2 ~(1)2 + 48 x2 Rd[l)2 + 60 x2 ~(I) Rd'(I))) + 
2 R[1] 2 ~(1)(4 (5 (-1 + 3 x2 + 3 x2 Rd[1]2) + R'[1)2 (-5 +I 5 x2 + 63 x2 Rd(1] 2)) + 
x
2 ~[1)2 ( I + R'[t) 2 + 24 R"[1]2 ) + 60 x2 Rd[I) (2 R'[I) Rd[!) R"[I] + Rd'lt] + R'[l] 2 Rd'[l]))), 0, 0, 0, 0, 0), 
/0, 0, -
1
2 3 (r (64 x2 Rd[1] 3 (I + R'(t] 2)2 + 80 x2 R[t] Rd[1]2 ( I + R'[1] 2)(3 R'[I) R;.[t] + Rd[I) R"[I)) + 
2 x2 R[I] ~(I] 
R(1) 4 (x2 Rd[l)3 + Rd[I) (-2 + 6 x2 + 6 x2 Rd[1] 2) + 6 x2 Rd[1]2 Rd'[I) + 8 (-1 + 3 x2 + 3 x2 R;,[1]2) RJ[t]) + 
4 R[t)3 (Rd [I) R"[I) (-8 + 24 x2 + x2 Rd (1)2 + 24 x2 R;, [1)2 + 12 x2 Rd[I) Rd' (1)) + 
R'[1) R;,(1] (-16 + 48 x2 + 3 x2 ~[t]2 + 48 x2 R;,(1)2 + 60 x2 ~(I] Rd'[1])) + 
2 R[1]2 ~(1)(4 (5 (-1 + 3 x2 + 3 x2 R:i(1]2) + R'[1]2 (-5 + I 5 x2 + 63 x2 Rd[1] 2)) + 
x
2 Rd[l)2 (I+ R'[1]2 + 24 R"(1] 2) + 60 x2 Rd[I) (2 R'[I] Rd(I) R"[I] + Rd'ltJ + R'[lf Rd'f1])))), o. 0, 0. o), 
/o, 0. o. - 1, l (r Sin[8]2 (64 x2 Rd(l]3 (I + R'[1fl2 + 80 x2 R[I] Rd[1] 2 ( 1 + R'[1]2)(3 R'[I) R;.[1] + Rd[I] R"[I]) + 
2 x2 R[1]· Rd[I] 
R[1)4 (x2 Rd[1)3 + Rd[I) (-2 + 6 x2 + 6 x2 Rd[1) 2) + 6 x2 Rd[1) 2 R;,'[1] + 8 (-1 + 3 x2 + 3 x2 Rd[1]2) RJ[I)) + 
4 R[1)1 (Rd[I) R"[1) (-8 + 24 x2 + x2 ~[1)2 + 24 x2 Rd[1]2 + 12 x2 Rd[I) Rd'[I)) + 
R'[1] R;,[1) (- 16 + 48 x2 + 3 x2 R,i[1] 2 + 48 x2 R;.(1)2 + 60 x2 ~[I) Rd'[I))) + 
2 R[1] 2 R,i[I] (4 (5 (-1 + 3 x2 + 3 x2 R;,(1)2) + R' [1]2 (-5 + I 5 x2 + 63 x2 R;,(1) 2)) + 
x
2 Rd[l]2 (I + R'[1]2 + 24 R"[l] 2) + 60 x2 R,i[I) (2 R'[I] R;,[1) R"[I) + Rd'[I) + R'[1]2 Rd'[1))))), 0, 0, o}. 
I (0, 0, 0, 0, 3 , (24 x
2 R,i[1]3 (1 + R'[1]2)(8 R'[1) R;,[1] + Rd[I] R"[1)) + 
2 x2 (- 1 + xz) R[1) R,i(1J-
6 R[1) 2 R,i[1) (R,i[1] R"[1] (- 4 + 20 x2 + x2 R,i[1)2 + 20 x2 R;,[1)2 + 8 x2 Rd[I] Rd'(1)) + 
2 R'[1] R;.[1] (-4 + 20 x2 + x2 Rd(1]2 + 20 x2 R;,[1] 2 + 20 x2 R,i[1] RJ[I))) + 
6 R[I) Rd[1]2 (x2 Rd[1) 2 ( 1 + R'[1]2) + 4 (-1 + 5 x2 + 5 x2 R;.[1] 2 + R'[1]2 (- 1 + 5 x2 + 21 x2 R;,[1]2)) + 
8 x2 Rd[I] (5 R'(1) Rd[I) R"[1] + 2 Rd'[I] + 2 R'[1]2 Rd'[I])) + 
R(1] 3 (x2 Rd[1]4 + 32 (1 + R;,(1) 2) (-1 + 2 x2 + 2 x2 R;,[t]2) + 4 x2 Rd[1)3 Rd'[I) + 
16 Rd[I] (-1 + 5 x2 + 5 x2 R;,[1) 2) Rd'[1] + 2 R,i[1]2 (-1 + x2 + x2 Rd[1] 2 + 24 x2 Rd'[1]2))), O, o). 
(0, 0, 0, 0, 0, - 13 2 (24x~ Rd[1)3 (I+ R'[1]2)(8 R'(I] R;,[1) + Rd[I] R"[1]) + 2 x2 R[I) Rd[I] 
6 x2 R[1)2 Rd[I] (Rd[I] R"[I) (-8 + 20 x2 + x2 Rd[lf + 20 x2 R:S[tJ 2 + 8 x2 Rd[I] Rd'[t)) + 
2 R'[t] R;.(t] (-8 + 20 x2 + x2 Rd(t] 2 + 20 x2 Rd[t) 2 + 20 x2 Rd[t] Rd'[1))) + 
6 x2 R[t) Rd[1)2 (x2 Rd[l)2 ( I + R'[l]2) + 4 (-2 + 5 x2 + 5 x2 R;,[1]2 + R'(1]2 (-2 + 5 x2 + 21 x2 R;.(1)2)) + 
8 x2 R,i[I] (5 R'[I) R;,[1] R"[1) + 2 Rd'[I] + 2 R'[1]2 R;{[1])) + 
R[1) 3 (x4 ~(1)4 + 16 (1 -3 x2 + 4 x4 + x2 (-3 + 8 x2) Rd[lf + 4 x4 R;,[1)4) + 4 x4 ~(1)3 RJ[I] + 
16 x2 R,i(l](-2 + 5 x2 + 5 x2 Rd[1)2) Rd'[I] + 2 x4 Rd[1] 2 (I + R;,[1]2 + 24 Rd'[1]2))), 0), 
1 (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, -
3 2 
(Sin[y)2 (24 x4 Rd[l)3 (I + R'[1) 2)(8 R'[1] R;.[1) + Rd(I] R"[1)) + 
2 x2 R[I] Rd[I] 
6 x2 R[1)2 Rd[I] (R,i[I) R"[I) (- 8 + 20 x2 + x2 R,i(1) 2 + 20 x2 R;.[1) 2 + 8 x2 R,i[I) RJ[I)) + 
2 R'(1] R;.[tJ (-8 + 20 x2 + x2 R,i[1) 2 + 20 x2 Rd[1]2 + 20 x2 Rd(I) Rd'f 1))) + 
6 x2 R[I) Rd[1]2 (x2 Rd[tf (I + R'[1]2) + 4 (-2 + 5 x2 + 5 x2 R;,[1)2 + R'[1]2 (-2 + 5 x2 + 21 x2 R;.[1]2)) + 
8 x2 Rd[I) (5 R'[I) Rd[I) R"[I) + 2 RJ[I) + 2 R'[1) 2 Rd'[I))) + 
R[1] 3 (x4 Rd[1)4 + 16 (I - 3 x2 + 4 x4 + x2 (-3 + 8 x2) R;,[1) 2 + 4 x4 R;,[1)4) + 4 x4 Rd[1)3 RJ[I) + 
16 x2 Rd[I] (-2 + 5 x2 + 5 x2 R;,(1)2 ) Rd'[I] + 2 x4 Rd [1] 2 ( 1 + R;,[1)2 + 24 Rd'[1] 2))))j} 
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. 3 ( 1 + R'(tf) 9 R'(t] R:i(t] 3 - ~ + 3 Rd[t]2 
G. ((.:t - 8Jr P + 2 + R( l R I l + , , 0. 0, 0, 0, 0, 0), R[t] I d I Rd(t]· 
I l 2' ' ' 2 10, , (x Rd[t]· ( 1 - 8 p n (-1 + r) + R'[t)") + 2 x R[t] Rd [t)(3 R' [t] R;i[t] + Rd[t] R"(t]) + (-1 +r2)x2 R,i[t)· 
R[t] 2 (- 1 + 3 x 2 + x 2 A R,i[t]2 + 3 x 2 R:i£t]2 + 3 x 2 R,i(t) Rd'[t])), 0, 0, 0, 0, 0), 
I (0, 0, - , (x2 Rd(t)2 (8 p n + r2 + r2 R'(t)2) + 2 r2 x 2 R[t] Rd(l) (3 R'(t] Rd[t] + Rd[I) R"[t)) + 
x2 Rd[t)· 
r
2 R[t)2 (-1 + 3 x 2 + x 2 A Rd[t)2 + 3 x 2 Rd[t) 2 + 3 x 2 Rd[t] Rd'[t))), 0, 0, 0, 0), 
1 IO, 0, 0, - , (x2 Rd[t)2 (8 p n + r2 Sin[8]2 + r2 Sin[0]2 R'[t] 2) + 2 r2 x 2 R[t) Sin[8)2 Rd[l] (3 R'[t] Rd[t] + R,i[t] R"[t)) + 
x2 Rd(t]· 
r R[t]2 Sin[8]2 (-1+3 x2 + x2 A Rd(t] 2 + 3 x2 Rd[t)2 + 3 x2 Rd[t) Rd'[t))), 0, 0, 0), 
10. 0, 0, 0, I 2 (3 x
2 Rd(tf (1 + R'(t) 2) + 3 x2 R[t] Rd[t) (2 R'[l) Rd[t] + Rd(t] R"[t]) + 
x2 (-1 + x 2) R[l] 
R[t]2 (-1 + x 2 - 8 n x 2 (-1 + x 2) Pd+ x 2 A Rd(l]2 + x 2 Rd[l)2 + 2 x 2 Rd[t] Rd'[t))), 0, 0), 
IO, 0, 0, 0, 0, - - 1- , (3 x2 R,i[tf (I + R' [t]2) + 3 x2 R[t] Rd[t] (2 R'[t) Rd(l) + Rd[t) R"[t)) + 
R[t]· 
R[ t)2 (8 n Pd+ x2 (1 + A Rd[l]2 + Rd(l] 2 + 2 R,i[t] Rd'[t)))), 0), 
IO, 0. 0, 0, 0, 0, - - 1- , (3 x2 Sin[yf Rd(tf ( I + R'(t) 2 ) + 3 x2 R[t) Sin[y]2 Rd[l) (2 R'[t) Rd[t) + Rd[t) R"[t}) + 
R[t)· 
R[tf (8 n Pd + x2 Sin[yf (I +A Rd[t] 2 +Rd [!]2 + 2 Rd[l] Rd'[t])))j j 
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Expand[G] 
3 3 I 3 R'[tf 9 R'[t] Rd[t] 3 Rd[tl2 
{{A - 8 rr p + -- + -- - + + + 0 0 0 0 0 o} 
R[t]2 Rd(t]2 x2 Rd[t]2 R[t)2 R[t] ~[I] Rd[tf ' ' ' ' ' ' ' 
{ 
8p1T 8p1T r2 A. R[t]2 3 R[t]2 R [t]2 
0, 2 + ' - --2 + -- + - + 
-l+ r -l+r- - l+r -l +r2 (-l +r2)~[t]2 (-l+r2)x2Rd[t]2 
R'[t]2 6 R(t] R'[t] Rd[t] 3 R[t]2 Rd[t]2 2 R[t] R"[t] 3 R[t]2 R;J[t] } 
I ' + ( I ') R [ l + 2 + 2 + 2 , 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 , 
- +r- - +r- di (-l+r2)Rd[t] -l+r (-l+r)Rd[t] 
{O, O, _ 8 p rr _ r2 _ r2 A R[t]2 _ 3 r
2 
R[t]2 + r2 R[t]2 _ r2 R'[t]2 _ 6 r2 R[t) R'[t] Rd[t] _ 
Rd[t)2 x2 Rd[t]2 Rd[t] 
3 'R[t)2 R' (t]2 3 , R[ ]' R"( ] 
r- d - 2 2 R[ ] R"[ ] - r t - d t 0 0 0 o} 
2 r t t R [] , , , , , Rd[t] d t 
{O. 0, 0, -8p1T - r Sin[0]2 - r2 ,\ R[tf Sin[8]2 - 3 r2 R[tf S'in[8]2 + r R[tf Sin[(:l]2 - r2 Sin[8]2 R'[t]2 -
Rd[r]- x2 ~[t]2 
6 r2 R[t] Sin[0]2 R'[t] Rd[t] 3 r2 R[t]2 Sin[e]2 Rd[t]2 2 r2 R[ ls· [ 2 ,, 3 r
2 R[t]2 Sin[0]2 Rd'[t] 
0 ·[] 2 - t m (:I] R [t] - R [] 
''<l t ~(t) d t 
} { 
I I 87rpd 81Tx2 pd A~[t] 2 3~[t]2 
0, 0, 0 , 0, 0, 0, 0, I , - , , + , 2 + , + 2 + 
- +x- x-(-1 +x-) -I +x- -I +x - I +x· (-1 +x2)R[t) 
3 ~[t]2 R' [t]2 6 Rd[t] R'[t] Rd[t] Rd[t]2 3 ~[t]2 R"(t] 2 ~[t] Rd(t] } 
-----2 + ' + ' + 2 + 2 , 0, 0 • (-l+x2)R(t) (-l+x-)R[t] - l+x- (- l+x)R[tl -l+x 
{ 
2 2 2 3x2 ~(tf 0,0, 0, 0 , 0,-x -87rpd-x ARd[t] - 2 R[t] 
3 x2 ~[t]2 R'[t]2 
R[t]2 
6 x2 Rd[t) R'[t) Rd[t) _ 2 R' ( 12 _ 3 x2 Rd(tf R"(t] _ 2 ,2 R [] R"( l o} R[t] x d t R[t] x d t d t ' ' 
{ 
.2 . 2 .2 . 2 2 3 x
2 Sin[yf Rd[tf 
0, 0, 0, 0 , 0, 0, -x Sm[yl - 8 rrpd - x A Sm[y] Rd[t] - R[t]2 
3 x2 Sin[y]2 Rd[t]2 R'[t]2 
R[tf 
6 x2 Sin[yf Rd[tl R'(tl Rd[tl _ 2 s· [ ,12 R' [ 12 _ 3 x
2 Sin[yl2 Rd[tl2 R"(t] _ 2 2 s· [ 12 R [ l R"[ l}} R(t] x tn ) d t R[tl x m y d t d t 
Print(RiLL] 
3 R"[t) 3 Rd'[t) 2 2 R'[t)2 3 R[t) R'[t) R:i[t) R[t) R"[t) 
{l--R[J --R [J .o.o,o,o,o,o), {o, -1 - 2 +-1- , + (I 'JR [J + 1 , ,o,o,o,o,o), t d t - r - r- - r- d t - r-
10, 0, - 1 + 3 r2 + r
2 
(- I ~ r2) - Cot(8]2 + Csc[8]2 + 2 r2 R'[tf + 3 r2 R[t~ R;~t] Rd [t] + r2 R[t] R"[t) , 0, 0, 0, 0), 
I - r- d t 
{O, 0, 0, Sin[8]2 + 2 r2 Sin[8]2 + (- 1 + r) Sin[8]2 + r2 (- l + r\Sin[B]2 + 2 r2 Sin[8]2 R' [tJ2 + 3 r2 R[t] Sin[BJ2 R'[t] R:i[t] + 
1 - r Jl.i(t) 
, . , ,, 2 3 Rd[t] R'[t] R;,[t] 2 Rd(t] 2 Rd(l] Rd'[t] 
r R[t] Sm[BJ- R [t] , 0, 0, o), {o. 0, 0, 0, -1 -, + (1 2 R[ l + - J--2 + I ·' , 0, o). 
- x- - x ) t - x - x-
2 x2 (-l+x2) 3x2 Rd(t]R'[tJR:,[t) 2 , 2 2 ,, ) (o, 0, 0, 0, 0, -1 + 3 x + 1 - x2 + R(t] + 2 x Rd[t] + x Jl.i[t] Rd [t], 0 • 
, , x2 (- 1 + x2) Sin[y]2 
{0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 2 x2 Sin(yJ- + (-I + x·) Sin(y]2 + , + I - x-
3 x2 Sin[y)2 0 ·[t) R'(t) R' ft) ~~tJ d + 2 x2 Sin[y]2 R:S[t)2 + x2 Sin(y)2 Rd[t) R;f[tJ)) 
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Appendix G: Full Gauss-Bonnet Equations 
This code computes the full Einstein field equations with Gauss-Bonnet terms. 
The notations are the same as used in Appendix F. 
dim = 7; 
x[I] = t; 
x[2] = r; 
x[3] = 9; 
x[4] = ¢; 
x[5] = x: 
x[6] = 9d; 
x[7) = ¢d ; 
diag[I] = - I; 
diag[2] = (a[t]) " 2 / ( I - r" 2); 
diag[3] = (r a[t]) " 2; 
diag[4] = (r Sin[9] a[t)) " 2; 
diag[5] = (b[t)) " 2/(I - x" 2); 
diag[6] = (x b[t])" 2; 
diag[7) = (x Sin[y] b[t)) " 2 
a[t] = R[t): 
b[t) = ~[t]: 
TLL[I] = p ; 
TLL[2) = p; 
TLL[3) = p: 
TLL(4) = p; 
TLL[5] = Pd; 
TLL[6) = Pd; 
TLL[7) =Pd; 
diagonal= Table[diag[i), (i, dim}] ; 
g = DiagonalMatrix[diagonal]; 
ginv = Jnverse[g): 
gLU = Table[Sum[g[[i. k)) ginv[[k, j)). {k. dim}). {i. dim}. {j, dim)) 
gammaLLL = Array[gLLL, {dim, dim. dim)): 
gammaULL = Array[gULL, {dim, dim, dim}] ; 
TME = Table[TLL[i]. {i, 7J); 
TMUNU = DiagonalMatrix[TME); 
Do[ Do[ ( Do[gammaLLL[[i. j , k]] =(I /2) (D[g[[i, j]]. x[k]] + D[g[[k. i]], xliJ) -
D[g[[j, k)]. x[i])), {i, dim}); 
Do[gammaLLL[(i. k. j]] = gammaLLL[[i. j. k)] = Simplify[gammaLLL[[i. j , k]]], {i, dim}): 
Do[gammaULL[[i, j . kjj = 
Sum[ginv[[i, I)) gammaLLL[[I, j , k]], {I. dim}), {i, dim)) ; 
Do[gammaULL[[i, k, j]] = gammaULL[[i, j , k]] = Simplify[gammaULL[[i, j. k]]), {i. dim)) : 
), 
{k, j , dim}], (j, dim}]; 
Print("Christoffels done") ; 
RnULLL = Table[ D[gammaULL([i. j , I]]. x[k]] - D[gammaULL[[i. j , k]). x[l]] + 
Sum[ gammaULL[[s, j. I)) gammaULL([i, s. k]], {s, dim}] -
Sum[gammaULL{[s. j , k)) gammaULL[[i, s. l]). {s. dim}), 
{i, dim), {j, dim}, {k, dim), {I, dim}): 
RnLLLL = Table[Sum[g([i, n]] RnULLL[[n. j , k, l]]. {n, dim}], {i. dim}, (j. dim}, {k, dim}, {l, dim}); 
RnLULL = Table[Sum[ ginv[[j, n]) RnLLLL[[i, n, k, 1)), {n, dim}], {i, dim}, {j, dim}, {k, dim}, {I. dim}]; 
RnLUUL = Table[ Sum( ginv[[k, n]] RnLULL[[i, j , n, 1)), {n, dim}], {i, dim}, {j, dim}, {k, dim}, IL dim)): 
RnLUUU = Table[ Sum[ ginv[[l, n)) RnLUUL[[i. j , k, n]]. {n, dim}), {i, dim}, {j, dim}, {k, dim}, {l, dim)); 
RnLLUU = Table[Sum[g[lj, n)] RnLUUU[[i, n. k, l]], {n. dim}). {j, dim}. (i. dim}. 
{k, dim}, {l. dim}); 
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RnUUUU = Table[Sum[ginv[[i. n]J RnLUUU[[n. j , k. I]]. (n, diml], (i. dim}, {j. dim), (k. dim}, (I. dim}]; 
RiLL = Table[Sum[RnULLL[[k. i, k. j]], (k. diml], (i. dim), (j. dim)]; 
RiUL = Table[Sum[ginv[[i, j]] RiLL[[j, k]], (j, diml), (i. dim). {k, dim)]; 
RiLU = Table[Sum[ginv[[i, j]] RiLL[[k. j]], (j, diml], {i, diml, {k. diml) ; 
RiUU = Table( Sum[ginv[[i, nJ] RiUL[Li, n]], {n, dim)], (i, dim}, (j, dim)]; 
RS I = Sum[ RiUL[[i, i]], (i, dim}]; 
RS = Simplify[RS I]; 
Print("RS: ", RS); 
GaussCO = Table[Sum[ginv{[j, i]J g[[i, k]J, {i, dim}], {j, dim}, {k, dim}]; 
GaussX = Table[Sum[RiLU[[i, j]] - (I /2) gLU[[i, j]) RS], (i, dim}, (j, dim}]; 
Gauss I = Sum[RnLLLL[[i, j , k, I]] RnUUUU[[i, j , k, I]], {i, dim}, {j, dim}, {k, dim}, {I, dim}]; 
Gauss2 = Sum[RiLL[[i, jJ] RiUU[[i, j]], {i, dim}, (j, diml]; 
Gauss3 = RS RS; 
Gauss33 = Table[ Sum[(Gaussl - 4 Gauss2 + Gauss3) ginv[[j, i]] g[[i, k]], {i, dim}), 
{j, dim}, {k, dim}]; 
Gauss4 = Table[Sum[ RnLLLL[[i, j, k, IJ] RnUUUU[[i, j , k. s]], (i, dim}, (j, dim}, (k, dim}], (I. dim}, (s, dim}]; 
Gauss5 =Table[ RS RiLU[[i, j]), {i, dim), {j. dim}]; 
Gauss6 =Table[ Sum[ RiLU[[i, j]] RnLLUU[[j, k, i. I]], {i. dim), {j, dim}). {k, dim}. (I. dim}]; 
Gauss7 =Table[ Sum[ RiLU[[i, j]] RiLU[(k. i]]. (i, dim}], (j. dim}, (k. dim}]: 
GBI =Gauss! - 4Gauss2+Gauss3; 
GB= Simplify[GB I]; 
GB2LU = 
Table[-( I /2) GaussCO[[i, j]) + GaussX[[i, j]] - (I /2) Gauss33[[i, j]] -
(2 Gauss4([i, j]] + 2 Gauss5[[i, j]] - 4 Gauss6[[i, j]] - 4 Gauss7[[i, j]]), 
{i, dim), (j , dim)] ; 
GB2LL =Table[ Sum[ g[[j, i]] GB2LU([k. i]]. {i. dim}], (j. dim}. {k, dim}]; 
GBB = Simplify[GB2LL]; 
Print("GBB: ", GBB]; 
LDI =(RS +,BGB+A)(a[t]) "3; 
LD2 = Expand[LD I]; 
LD3 = Collect[LD2. a"[t]]; 
LD = Simplify[LD3]; 
GI = Table[RiLL[[i, j]] - (g[[i, .ill RS) /2 - g[[i, j]] "- - 8 rr TMUNU[[i, j]] - ,BGBB[(i. j]), (i. dim), (j, dim)]: 
G = Simplify[GI]; 
Print("G: ", G] ; 
x~ Sin[y]2 R,i[t]2 
{(I, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0), (0, I, 0, 0, 0, 0, Ol, {0, 0, I, 0, 0, 0, OJ, 
(0, 0, 0, I, 0, 0, 0), {0, 0, 0, 0, I, 0, OJ, {0, 0, 0, 0, 0, I, 0}, {0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, I}} 
Christoffels done 
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GBB: I{ \ 3 (72 x2 R,i[1]2 (I + R'[t]2)(R'[1] R;,[1] + 2 R,i[1] R"[1]) + 6 R[1]2 2 x2 R[1) Rd[I) 
G: 
(8 R,i[I) (-1+3 x2 + 3 x2 R;,[1)2 ) R"[1] + R'[I) Rd[I) (-4 + 12 x2 + 3 x2 R,i[t]2 + 12 x2 Rd[t]2 + 72 x2 Rd[I) Rd'[t])) + 
6 R[I) R,i[I) (4 (-1 + 3 x2 + 3 x2 R:i(1]2 + R'[1]2 (-1 + 3 x2 + 9 x2 R:i[1]2)) + 
x2 Rd[1]2 ( I + R'[1) 2 + 8 R"[tf) + 24 x2 Rd[I] (3 R'[t) Rd[I) R"[I] + Rd'[I) + R'[1) 2 Rd'[I))) + 
R[1] 3 (x2 R,i[1] 3 + 48 (-1 + 3 x2 + 3 x2 Rd[t)2) Rd'[I) +Rd (1](-2 + 6 x2 + 6 x2 R:i (1]2 + 48 x2 R;t'(1]2))), 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, O}, 
{O, I 2 3 (64 x2 Rd[1) 3 (1 + R'(1]2)2 + 80 x2 R[1) Rd[l]2 (I + R'[1]2)(3 R'[1] R;,[1) + Rd[I) R"[1]) + 2(-l+r2 )x2 R[I) Rd[I) 
R[1)• (x2 R,i[1) 3 + Rd{I) (-2 + 6 x2 + 6 x2 R;,[1) 2) + 6 x2 Rd[1)2 Rd'(I) + 8 (-1 + 3 x2 + 3 x2 R;,[1)2 ) Rd'[I)) + 
4 R[1] 3 (R,i[I] R"(1) (-8 + 24 x2 + x2 R,i[1)2 + 24 x2 R;,[1)2 + 12 x2 R,i[I) Rd[I]) + 
R'[I] R;,[tJ (-16 + 48 x2 + 3 x2 R,i[1]2 + 48 x2 Rd[l)2 + 60 x2 R,i[1] Rd'[I])) + 
2 R[1) 2 R,i[1)(4(5(-I + 3x2 + 3 x2 R;,[1)2)+ R'[1) 2 (-5 + 15x2 +63x2 Rd[1]2))+ 
x
2 R,i[t)2 (I + R'[t]2 + 24 R"[1)2) + 60 x2 Rd[I) (2 R'[1] R;,[1] R"[I) + Rd'[I) + R'[1]2 Rd'ft)))), 0, 0, 0, 0, 0), 
{O, 0, - 1, 3 (r2 ( 64 x2 Rd[1] 3 (I + R'[1) 2 )2 + 80 x2 R[1) Rd [1)2 (I + R'[t)2)(3 R'(t) Rdf 1) + Rd[I) R"[1]) + 2 x2 R[t)- Rd[t) 
R[1)• (x2 Rd[t)3 + Rd(t] (-2 + 6 x2 + 6 x2 R;,[1]2) + 6 x2 Rd[1)2 Rd'[t) + 8 (- 1 + 3 x2 + 3 x2 R;,(1)2) Rd'[t)) + 
4 R[t)3 (Rd[I) R"[I) (-8 + 24 x2 + x2 Rd [1)2 + 24 x2 R;,[1) 2 + 12 x2 Rd[I) Rd'fl]) + 
R'[I) Rd[I) (-16 + 48 x2 + 3 x2 Rdf 1)2 + 48 x2 Rd [1)2 + 60 x2 Rd [l) Rd' [I]))+ 
2 R[l] 2 Rd[I) (4 (5 (-1 + 3 x2 + 3 x2 Rd[tf) + R'(1)2 (-5 + 15 x2 + 63 x2 Rd[t)2 )) + 
x
2 Rd[l]2 (I + R'[tf + 24 R"[1)2) + 60 x2 Rd[l) (2 R'(I] Rd[I) R"[I) + Rd'[tJ + R'[t)2 Rd'[1))))). 0, 0. 0, o}. 
(0, 0, 0, - 1, 3 (r1 Sin[8]2 (64 x2 R.i[1]3 (I+ R'[t]2)2 + 80x2 R[I) Rd[1] 2 (1 + R'[1) 2)(3 R'[I) R;,[1) + R,i[t) R"[t)) + 2 x2 R(1]- Rd[l) 
R[1)• (x2 Rd(l)3 + Rd[I) (-2 + 6 x2 + 6 x2 R;,(1)2) + 6 x2 Rd[l)2 Rd'[1] + 8 (-1 + 3 x2 + 3 x2 R;,[1)2) Rd'[I)) + 
4 R[l)3 (Rd[I) R"[I] (-8 + 24 x2 + x2 Rd[l)2 + 24 x2 R;,[1]2 + 12 x2 Rd[I) Rd'[I)) + 
R'[1) R;,[1] (-16 + 48 x2 + 3 x2 Rd[1]2 + 48 x2 Rd(1)2 + 60 x2 R,i[t) Rd'(t))) + 
2 R[1]2 Rd(1](4 (5(-1 +3x2 +3 x2 Rd[l)2) + R'[1) 2 (-5 + 15x2 +63 x2 Rd(l] 2))+ 
x2 Rd[l] 2 ( I + R'[l)2 + 24 R"(lf) + 60 x2 Rd[I] (2 R'[I) Rd[l] R"[t) + Rd'[I) + R'[t)2 Rd'[t))))). 0, 0. o}. 
(o. 0. 0. 0, 1 ) 2 (24 x2 R.iltJ3 (1 + R'[1]2)(8 R'[t) Rd(t] + Rd(I) R"[I)) + 
2x2(-I +x2)R[tJ ~[I) 
6 R[tf R,i[t] (R,i(t) R"[t) (-4 + 20 x2 + x2 R,i[t) 2 + 20 x2 R;,[tf + 8 x2 Rd[t] Rd'(I)) + 
2 R'[1J R;,(t) (-4 + 20 x2 + x2 Rd(1)2 + 20 x2 R;,[t)2 + 20 x2 Rd[t) Rd'[t])) + 
6 R[t] R,i(tf (x2 Rd[t]2 (I + R'[t] 2) + 4 (-1 + 5 x2 + 5 x2 R;,[1)2 + R'(1f (-1 + 5 x2 + 21 x2 Rd[t] 2)) + 
8 x2 Rd[I] (5 R'(t] R;,[tJ R"[t] + 2 Rd'[I] + 2 R'(t) 2 Rd'(lj)) + 
R(l]3 (x2 ~[1)4 + 32 ( I + R;,[1)2) (- 1 + 2 x2 + 2 x2 R;,[1) 2) + 4 x2 R.i{1]3 Rd'[I] + 
16 Rd[t) (-1+5 x2 + 5 x2 R;,[tf) Rd'[I) + 2 Rd(1]2 (-1 + x2 + x2 R;,(1)2 + 24 x2 Rd'[t]2))). 0. 0), 
(0, 0, 0. 0, 0, - I 
3 
, (24 x• Rd[1)3 (I + R'[1]2 )(8 R'[1] R;, (1) +Rd [1] R"[I)) + 
2 xi R[1] Rd[1)-
6 x2 R(1] 2 Rd[I] (Rd[I) R"(I] (-8 + 20 x2 + x2 Rd[1]2 + 20 x2 R;,[1]2 + 8 x2 Rd [I] Rd' [1]) + 
2 R'[1) R;,[1] (-8 + 20 x2 + x2 Rd(1]2 + 20 x2 R;,[1]2 + 20 x2 Rd[t] Rd'[t])) + 
6 x2 R[I] Rd[l)2 (x2 R,i[t] 2 (1 + R'[1]2) + 4 (-2 + S x2 + S x2 R;,(1) 2 + R'(l)2 (-2 + 5 x2 + 21 x2 R;,[1]2)) + 
8 x2 Rd[I) (S R'(I) R;,[1] R"[t] + 2 Rd'[I) + 2 R'[1]2 Rd'[t])) + 
R[1]3 ex• Rd(1]4 + 16 (I - 3 x2 + 4 x• + x2 (-3 + 8 x2) Rd(t)2 + 4 x• R;,[t)4) + 4 x4 R,i[1)3 Rd'[I) + 
16 x2 Rd[t) (-2 + 5 x2 + 5 x2 R;,[1)2) Rd'[I] + 2 x• Rd[1) 2 (I + Rd[l)2 + 24 Rd'[1)2))), 0), 
(o, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, - I) 2 (Sin[y]2 (24 x• Rd[1) 3 (1 + R'[1]1) (8 R'[I) Rd[I) + Rd[I) R"[I]) + 
2 xi R[I) Rd [I) 
6 x2 R[1] 2 Rd[I) (Rd[I) R"[I) (-8 + 20 x2 + x2 Rdft] 2 + 20 x2 R;,[1]2 + 8 x2 Rd[I) Rd'(tj) + 
2 R'[I) R;,[1] (-8 + 20 x2 + x2 ~[1)2 + 20 x2 Rd[t)2 + 20 x2 Rd[I) Rd'[1])) + 
6 x2 R[I] Rd[t)2 (x2 Rd[l] 2 (1 + R'[t] 2) + 4 (-2 + 5 x2 + 5 x2 Rd[lf + R'[1]2 (-2 + S x2 + 21 x2 R;,[1)2)) + 
8 x2 Rd[I] (5 R'[t) R;,[1] R"[1] + 2 Rd'[I) + 2 R'[1] 2 Rd'[IJ)) + 
R[1]3 (x~ Rd[tl• + 16 (I -3 x2 + 4 x4 + x2 (-3 + 8 x2) R;,[1)2 + 4 x• R;,[1)•) + 4 x• Rd[1) 3 Rd'[I) + 
16 x2 Rd[I) (-2 + 5 x2 + 5 x2 R;,[1J 2) Rd'[I) + 2 x• R.i[IJ 2 (I + Rd[t)2 + 24 Rd'[1]2 )))))} 
(I- 13 3 (72 x2 fJ R,i[1) 2 (I + R'[t)2) (R' [t) R;,[1] + 2 Rd(I] R"(t)) + 6 R[l) 2 (8 fJ Rd[I] (-1 + 3 x2 + 3 x2 Rd[t)2 ) R"[I) + 2 x2 R[I] Rd[l) 
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R'[I) R;,[1] (3 x2 (- 1 + /J) Rd[1]2 + 4 /J (-1 + 3 x2 + 3 x2 R;,(1)2) + 72 x2 /J Rd[t] Rd'[t]}) + 
6 R[t] ~[t){4 /J(- 1 +3x2 +3 x2 R;,(1)2 + R'[t]2 (- 1 +3 x2 +9x2 R;, (tf)) + 
x2 Rd[l] 2 (- 1 + fJ + (-1 + /J) R'(1]2 + 8 /J R"[t]2) + 24 x2 fJ Rd [t] (3 R'[t] R;,(t] R"[t] + Rd'(t) + R'[1]2 Rd'[t])l + 
R[t]3 (x2 (/J - 2,\ + 16 IT p) Rd [t]3 + 48 fJ (- 1 + 3 x2 + 3 x2 R;,(tf) Rd'[tJ + 
~(t) (2 (-1 + 3 x2) (- 1 + /J) + 6 x2 (- 1 + /J) R;,[!]2 + 48 x2 fJ Rd'[t] 2)}), 0, 0, 0. 0, 0 , 0), 
I I ( , 1 ,, , 2 ., 0 , - 2 (- I + rl ) x2 R[t) 2 Rd(l)3 64 x· /J ~[t) (I + R'[t]· f + 80 x· fJ R[t) Rd[t) (I + R'[t]") (3 R'[t] R;,[t] + ~[t) R"[t]) + 
R[t]~ (x2 (/J - 2 ,\) ~[t]3 + 2 (-1 + {3) Rd[t] (- 1 + 3 x2 + 3 x2 R;,[1] 2) + 
6x2 (-1 + {J)Rd[t]2 R;,'[t) + 8{J (-I + 3x2 +3 x2 R;,[t]2)Rd'[t)) + 
4 R[t]3 (Rd[t] R"[t) (x2 (-1+/J)~[t]2 +8{J(-I + 3 x2 +3x2 R;,[t]2) + 12x2 /JRd[t) Rd'[I)) + 
R'[t] R;,[t] (3 x2 (- 1+ fJl Rd[l] 2 +16{J(-I + 3 x2 +3 x2 R;.[t]2)+ 60x2 /JRd(t) R;,'(t])) + 
2 R(t]2 ~[t)(4 f3 (5 (-1 + 3 x2 + 3 x2 R;,[t]2 ) + R'[t]2 (-5 + 15 x2 + 63 x2 R;,(1)2)) + 
x2 Rd[t]2 (- 1 - 8 p IT+ 8 p n 2 + fJ + (- 1 + P> R'[t]2 + 24 p R"(t]2 ) + 
60 x2 p ~(t) (2 R'[t] R;,[t) R"[t) + Rd'(t) + R'(t)2 Rd'[t]))). 0, 0 , 0, 0, o). 
(0, 0 , 12 3 ( 64 r
2 x2 /3 Rd[t)3 (I + R'[t) 2 ) 2 + 80 r2 x2 fJ R[t) Rd[t]2 (I + R'[t)2 )(3 R'[t] R;,[t) + Rd [t) R"[tJ) + 
2 x2 R[t) Rd [t) 
r2 R[l)4 (x2 ({J - 2 ,\) ~(t]3 + 2 (-1 + /J) Rd[t] (- 1 + 3 x2 + 3 x2 R;,[tJ 2) + 
6 x2 (-1 + /3) Rd(t] 2 Rd'[t) + 8 f3 (-1 + 3 x2 + 3 x2 R;,[tf ) R;,'[t]) + 
4 r1 R[t]3 (Rd[t] R"(t ) (x2 (-1 + /J) ~[t]2 + 8 f3 (- 1 + 3 x2 + 3 x2 R;,[1]2) + 12 x2 /J Rd[t] Rd'[t]) + 
R'[t] R:S[ t) (3 x2 (- I + /J) ~[t]2 + 16 p (-1 + 3 x2 + 3 x2 R:S[1]2) + 60 x2 p ~[t) Rd'[t])) + 
2 R[t)2 ~[t)(4 r2 /3(5 (-1 +3 x2 +3x2 R:S[tJ 2) + R'[tf (-5 + 15 x2 +63 x2 R:S[tJ2))+ 
x2 Rd(lf (-8pJT- r2 + r2 /3 + r (-1 + ,8) R'(t]2 + 2-t r2 /3R"[t)2)+ 
60 r x2 fJ Rd(I) (2 R'[t) R;,(t) R" [I) + R;,'[t) + R'[tf Rd'[tJ))). 0. 0. 0, 0). 
{O. 0. 0. 1, 3 (64 r
2 x2 f3Sin[Of Rd[t]3 (I+ R'(t] 2)2 +80r2 x2 /JR(t ) Sin(Of Rd[tf (J +R'[t)2) 
2 x2 R[t] · Rd[t) 
(3 R'[t) R;,[t] + Rd[t] R"[1)) + r2 R[t)~ Srn[Of (x2 (/J - 2 ,\) ~(1)3 + 2 (- I + /J) Rd(t) (- 1 + 3 x2 + 3 x2 R;,[t)2 ) + 
6x2 (-1 + ,8)Rd[t)2 Rd'[I) + 8/J (- 1+3x2 +3 x2 R;,(t)2JRd'[t])+ 
4 r R[t] 3 Sin[0]1 (Rd[t] R"[t] (x2 (- I + {J) Rd(t) 2 + 8 {J(-1 +3 x2 + 3 x2 Rd[1)2 ) + 12 x2 f3 Rd[t) R;j[t)) + 
R'[t) Rd [t)(3 x2 (- 1 + /J) Rd[1) 2 + 16 ,8 (- I + 3 x2 + 3 x2 R;,[1)2) + 60 x2 fJ ~(I) R;,'[I]}) + 
2 R[1]2 Rd[I) (4 r2 /J Sin[0]2 (5 (- 1 + 3 x2 + 3 x2 R;,[1) 2) + R'[1] 2 (-5 + 15 x2 + 63 x2 R;, (1)2)) + 
x2 ~[1]2 (-8 p IT - r2 Sin[0)2 + r2 /J Sin[OJ2 + r (- 1 + /3) Sin[0]2 R'[tf + 24 r /J Sin[Of R"[tf l + 
60 r x2 fJ Sin[ Of Rd[I] (2 R' [t] R;,[I) R"[t) + R;,'[1] + R' [t)2 Rd'[t)))), 0. 0, O} , 
{ I , 3 , 0. 0 , 0. 0, -
2 
xl (-I + x:) R[l)3 Rd[l)2 (2-t x· /J Rd[t] (I + R'[I]") (8 R'(t] R;,(t) + ~[t] R"[t)) + 
6 R[tf Rd[I) (Rd(I) R"(t] (x2 (- 1 + /J) Rd(t] 2 + 4 /J (- I + S x2 + 5 x2 R;, [t]2 ) + 8 x2 /J Rd (1] Rd'[I)) + 
2 R'[I) R;,[1] (x2 (-1 + /3) Rd[t]2 + 4 fJ (- I + 5 x2 + 5 x2 R;,[1) 2) + 20 x2 /J Rd[t) R;,'[t])) + 
6R[1]Rd (t)2 (x2 (-I +j3)Rd[1]2 (1 +R'[t)2)+4,8(-I +5x2 + 5x2 R;,[1)2+R' (t)2 (-I + 5x2 +2 1 x2 R;,[t)2 ))+ 
8 x2 /J Rd(I) (5 R'[t) R;,[t) R"[t] + 2 R;,'[t] + 2 R'[1]2 Rd'[I])) + R[t)3 (x2 (/J- 2 ,\) ~(t]4 + 32 /J{l + R;,[t] 2) 
(- 1 + 2 x2 + 2 x2 R;,(1)2) + 4 x2 (-1 + /J) Rd[t)3 R;,'[t] + 16 j3 ~[t)(-1 + 5 x2 + 5 x2 R;,[1)2) R;,'[t] + 
2 Rd[tf ( I - x2 - /J + x2 /J + 8 JT x2 (- 1 + x2) Pd+ x2 (-1 + /3) R;,[t]2 + 24 x2 /3 R;,'[t)2))), 0, Oj, 
(0, 0 , 0 , 0, 0, 1
3 2 
(24 x~ /J Rd[t] 3 (I + R'[1]2) (8 R'[t] Rd[I] + Rd[l] R"[t)) + 
2 x2 R(1 ) Rdfl] 
6 x2 R[t) 2 Rd[I] (Rd [t) R"(t] (x2 (- I + /J) Rd[l] 2 + 4 /J (-2 + 5 x2 + 5 x2 Rd[tf) + 8 x2 /J Rd[t) R;,'[t)) + 
2 R'(t] R;,[t] (x2 (- 1 + P> Rd[t) 2 + 4 /J (-2 + 5 x2 + 5 x2 Rdlt]2) + 20 x2 /3 Rd[I) Rd'(t])) + 
6 x2 R[I] Rd[t] 2 (x2 (-1 + /3) Rd[tf ( I + R'[1]2) + 4 p (-2 + 5 x2 + 5 x2 Rd[t]2 + R'[t]2 (-2 + 5 x2 + 21 x2 Rd!t]2)) + 
8 x2 /J ~[t) (5 R'(t] R;,(t] R"(t) + 2 R;,'(t] + 2 R'(t)2 Rd'[t))) + 
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R[t]3 (x~ (/3-2,\)~(t]~ + 16/J(l - 3x2 +4x4 + x2 (-3 + 8x2)R;,[t]2 +4 x4 R;,W)+4x~ (-1 + /J)~[t]3 Rd'[I] + 16 
x2 f3 Rd[t] (-2 + 5 x2 + 5 x2 R;,[1]2) Rd'[t) + 2 Rd[t]2(-811 x2 Pd+ x• (- 1 + /J + (- 1 + /J) R;,[1]2 + 24 /J R;,'(t]2)))), 
0). (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, \ 2 (24 x~ f3 Sin[y]2 ~[t]3 (I + R'[t]2)(8 R'[I) Rd[t] + Rd(t] R"[t]) + 2 x2 R[1] Rd[t] 
6 x2 R[t]2 Sin[y]2 Rd[t] (Rd[t) R"(I) (x2 (- 1 + /J) Rd[t]2 + 4 /J (-2 + 5 x2 + 5 x2 R;,[t]2 ) + 8 x2 /J Rd[t) R;,'[t]) + 
2 R'[1] R;,[t)(x2 (- 1 + ,8) ~[1]2 + 4 f3 (-2 + 5 x2 + 5 x2 R;,(1]2 ) + 20 x2 p Rd[t] R;,'[1))) + 6 x2 R[t] Sin(y]2 
~(1]2 (x2 (-1 + /J) ~[t]2 (I + R'(1]2) + 4 /J(-2 + 5 x2 + 5 x2 R;,[t]2 + R'(t]2 (-2 + 5 x2 + 21 x2 R4[t]2)) + 
8 x2 /J ~[I) (5 R'[t) Rd[t] R"[t] + 2 Rd'(I] + 2 R'[t]2 Rd'[t])) + 
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R[t]3 (x4 (/J-2A)Sin[yf Rd[t]4 + 16{JSin[y]2 (1 -3x2 +4 x4 + x2 (-3 + 8 x2)R;,[t]2 +4x4 R;,[t]4)+ 
4 x4 (-1 + /J) Sin[yj2 Rd[t)3 R;,'[t) + 16 x2 fJ Sin[yj2 Rd[t] (-2 + 5 x2 + 5 x2 R;,(t]2 ) R;,'[t] + 
2 R,i[tf (-8nx2 Pd+ x4 Sin[yJ2 (-1 + {J+ (-1+/J)R;,(tf+24 {JR;,'[t]2 )))))l 
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{{- f3 +A. _ 8 n p + _3 __ -2!!_ + _ 3 _ _ 1 _ _2P_ + f3 _ 36 f3 + 12 f3 + 
2 R[t)2 R[t]2 Rd[t)2 x2 ~[t)2 Rd(t]2 x2 ~(t]2 R[t]2 Rd[t]2 x2 R[tf Rd[t)2 
3 R'[t]2 3 f3 R'(t]2 36 f3 R'[t]2 12 f3 R'(t]2 36 f3 R' [t] R<l[t) 12 f3 R'[t) R<l (tJ 
--- - + - + -
R[tf R[t]2 R[tf Rd[t]2 x2 R[t)2 Rd[tf R[t) ~(t]3 x2 R[t] Rd[t]3 
36 f3 R'[t] R<l[t] 9 R'[t] R<l[t) 9 f3 R'[t) R<l[t] 36 f3 R'[t]3 R<l[t] 3 Rci[t)2 3 f3 Rci[t]2 
----+ - - + - -
R[t)3 ~[t) R[t) Rd[t) R[t) Rd[t] R(t)3 Rd[t] Rd[tJ2 ~[tJ2 
36f3R<l[t]2 108{3R'[tJ2Rci[t]2 36[3R'[t)Rci[tJ3 72[3R"[t) 72f3R"[t] 24f3R"[t) 
--- - - - - +---"""'" 
R[t)2 Rd[tf R[t]2 Rd[t]2 R[t] ~[t)3 R[t]3 R(t) ~[1)2 x2 R[t) Rd[t]2 
72[3R'[t]2 R"[t] 216{3R'(t]R<l[t]R"[t) 72f3R<l[tfR"[t) 24[3R"[tJ2 72[3RJ[t) 24f3Rd'[t) 
------ - - - + -
R[t)3 R[t}2 Rd[l} R[t) Rd[tJ2 R(tf Rd[t]3 x2 Rd[t]3 
72 fJ Rd'[t) 72 f3 R'(tf Rd'[t] 216 f3 R'[t) Rci[t] Rd'[t) 72 fJ Rci[tf Rd'[t] 24 f3 Rd'[tf 
, - ., - , - , - , . o, o, o, o, o. o}, 
R[t)- Rd[t] R(t)- Rd[t] R[t) Rd[t]- ~[W Rd[t]-
{O _I_+~_ 8 pnr
2 
_ _ fJ_ _ 32/j _ [3R[t}2 + A. R[t}2 _ 
' -I +r2 -I +r2 - I +r2 -1 +r2 (- I +r2)R[tf 2(- 1 +r2) - 1 +r2 
60 f3 20 f3 3 R[t]2 R[t]2 3 f3 R[t)2 
2+ ,+ , - ,- ,+ (- 1 +r2)Rd[t] (- I +r2)x2 Rd [t)- (-1 +r2)Rd[t)- (-1 +r2)x2 Rd[t)- (-1 +r2)Rd[t)-
/3R[t]2 R'[t]2 fJR'[tf 64fJR'[t}2 60[3R'[tf 20[3R'[t}2 
, +--, - ., - ,- ,+ ., (-l+r2)x2Rd[t}- - l+r- -l+r- (-l+r2)R[tJ- (-l+r2)Rd[t]- (-l+r2)x2~[1]-
32 f3 R'[t}4 96 fJ R[t) R'[t) R<l[t) 32 ,B R[t) R'[t} R<l[t) 120 f3 R'(t] R<l(t] 
----- + - + (-1 + r2 ) R[tf (-1 + r2 ) Rd[t)3 (-1 + r2) x2 Rd[t)3 (-1 + r2 ) R[t] Rd[t] 
6 R[t} R'[t] R<l[t) 6 f3 R[t) R' [t) R<l[t] 120 f3 R'[t}3 R<l[t] 60 f3 R<l[t]2 
------ + (-l+r2)~(t] (- l+r2)~[t] (-l+r2)R[t)~[t] (-l+r2)~[t]2 
3 R[tf R<l[tf 3 f3 R[t)2 Rci[tf 252 f3 R'[tf R<l[tf 96 f3 R[t) R'[t] R<l[t]3 40 f3 R"[t] 
(-1 +r2)Rd[tf (- 1 +r2)Rd[tf (-1 +r2)Rd[tf (-1 +r2)Rd[t)3 - (- 1 +r2)R[t} + 
2 R(t] R"[t) 2 f3 R[t) R"[t] 48 f3 R[t] R"[t] 16 f3 R[t) R"[t) 40 f3 R'[tf R"(t] 
-l+r2 - - l+r2 - (-l+r2)Rd[t}2 +(-l+r2)x2Rd[tf - (-l+r2)R[t] -
120 f3 R'[t] R' [t] R"[t] 48 f3 R[t) R' [tf R"[t] 24 f3 R"[tf 12 f3 R[t]2 R"(t) 
____ d___ d - - d + 
(-1 + r2) ~[t] (-1 + r2) ~[t]2 - I + r2 (-1 + r2) Rd[t]3 
4 f3 R[t]2 RJ[t} _ 60 f3 Rd'[t) + 3 R[t]2 RJ[t] _ 3 f3 R(t)2 Rd'[t) _ 60 f3 R'[t)2 RJ(t] _ 
(-1 +r2)x2~[t]3 (-1 +r2)~[t) (-1 + r2)~[l] (-1 +r2)Rd[t) (-1 +r2)Rd[l} 
120 f3 R[t] R' [tJ R<l[t] Rd'[t] 12 f3 R[t)2 R<l[t)2 Rd'(t] 24 f3 R[t] R"[t] R;l[tJ } 
2 - 3 - ' [ ' 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 ' (-1 + r2) Rd[t) (-1 + r2) Rd[t] (-I+ r-) ~ t] 
{ 
32 r2 ,B I , 2 , 2 60 r2 f3 20 r2 f3 3 r R[t)2 0, 0. - 8 p n - r2 + r1 f3 + -- + - r f3 R[t) - r A. R[t] + -- - - + 
R[t]2 2 ~[t)2 x2 Rd[t]2 Rd[tf 
r R(t]2 3 r2 ,B R[t]2 r2 f3 R[t)2 , , , , 64 r2 f3 R'[t]2 60 r2 f3 R'[tf 
--- + , - , - r- R'[t]- + r• f3 R'[t]- + , + , -
x2 Rd[t]2 Rd[1]- x2 Rd[1J- R[tJ- Rd(i]-
20 r2 ,B R'[t)2 32 r2 f3 R'(t)4 96 r2 f3 R[t) R'[t] R<l[t] 32 r2 f3 R[t] R'[t) R<l[t] 120 r2 [JR' [t] R<l[t) 
---- + + - + -
x2 ~[t]2 R[tf Rd[t]3 x2 ~[t)3 R[t] Rd[t) 
6 r2 R(t) R'[t) R<l[t] 6 r2 f3 R[t) R'[t] R<l[t) I 20 r2 f3 R'(t)3 R<l(t] 60 r2 fJ R<l[t)2 3 r2 R[tf R<l[t)2 
-----+ + + - + ~[t) Rd[t] R[t] Rd[t] Rd[t]2 ~[t]2 
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3 r2 /3 R[t]2 Rd[t]2 + 252 r /3 R'[t)2 Rd[t)2 + 96 r2 /3 R[t) R'[t) Rd[1)3 + 40 r2 /3 R"[I) _ 
~[1)2 Rd[t)2 Rd[t)3 R[I) 
2 r2 R[t) R"[t) + 2 r2 {3 R[t] R"[I) + 48 r
2 /3 R[t) R"[t) _ 16 r2 f3 R[t) R"[t) + 40 r2 f3 R'[lf R"[I) + 
Rd[t)2 x1 Rd[tf R(t] 
120 r /3 R' ltJ Rdr11R"f11 48 r2 /3 R111 R:ir1J2 R"[1J , ,, , 12 r2 /3 R[1J2 R:;r11 
0 -[t] + + 24 r f3 R [l]- + 
"<I ~[tf Rd[t)3 
4 r /3 R[t]2 R"[t] 60 r2 /3 R"[t] 3 r2 R[t)2 R"[t) 3 r2 /3 R[t]2 R"[t) 60 r2 f3 R'[t)2 R"[t] 
____ d"'-- + d - d + d + d + 
x2 ~[t]3 Rd[t) Rd[t) Rd[tJ Rd[t] 
120 r2 f3 R[t) R' [t] Rd (1) Rd'[t) + 12 r2 ,B R(t]2 Rd [t]2 Rd'[t] + 24 r2 ,B R[t] R"[t] Rd' [l] O O O o} 
Rd[1)2 ~[t]3 Rd[l] ' I ' ' I 
{ 
..1 . , ..1 . , 32 r2 /3 Sin[ Bf I 2 , . , 2 , . 2 0, 0, 0, -8p1T - r Sm[ BJ- + r f3 Sm[B]- + , + - r .B R[1]- Sm[BJ- - r A R[t]- Sm[B) + 
R[1]- 2 
60 r2 ,B Sin[BJ2 20 r2 ,B Sin[B]2 3 r2 R[t]2 Sin[B]2 r2 R[t)2 Sin[B]2 3 r2 ,B R[1]2 Sin[8]2 
, - ' - 2 + ? + ' -~[1)- x2 ~[1)- Rd[l] x2 Rd[1]- ~[t]· 
r
2 
,B R[t)2 Sin[8)2 , s· [BJ' R'[ )2 , /3 s· [B]' R'[ )2 64 r2 ,B Sin[B]2 R'[1]2 
x2 Rd(t]2 - r m - t + r m - t + R[t]2 + 
60 r ,B Sin[ Bf R'[1f 20 r /3 Sin[ Bf R'(tf 32 r ,B Sin[Bf R'[1)~ 96 r2 /3 R[t] Sin[B]2 R'[I] Rd[t] 
------- + + -~[t)2 x2 Rd[1]2 R[1]2 Rd[1]3 
32 r2 ,BR[t) Sin[Bf R'[I) Rd[t] 120 r2 ,B Sin[OJ2 R'(t) Rd[t] 6 r2 R[I) Sin[B]2 R'[I) Rd[l) 
--------+ - + 
x2 ~[t]3 R[I) Rd[I) ~[1) 
6 r {3 R[l) Sin[ Bf R'[l) Rd[I) 120 r /3 Sin[ Bf R'[t)3 Rd[t) 60 r {3 Sin[Bf Rd[l)2 
-------~ + + -~[l] R[t) Rd[l) ~[t]2 
Jr R[t)2 Sin(8]2 Rd[t)2 + J r2 /3 R[tf Sin[B]2 R;,(1]2 + 252 r /3 Sin[Bf R'[t)2 R;,[1)2 + 
~w2 ~w2 ~~ 
96 r2 /3 R[t) Sin[8~2 R'[I) Rd[t]l + 40 r2 /3 SRin[[]BJ2 R"(t] - 2 r2 R[l] Sin[8)2 R"[1) + 2 r ,B R[t] Sin[ Bf R"[t] + 
Rd[t] t 
48 r ,B R[l] Sin[B]2 R"[1] 16 r2 /3 R[1] Sin[8]2 R"[t) 40 r ,B Sin[8)2 R'[tf R"[t] 
--- ----- + + ~[t)2 x2 Rd[l)2 R[t) 
120 r2 ,B Sin[ Bf R'[t) Rd[l) R"[l) 48 r2 ,B R[I] Sin[ Bf Rci[lf R"(1) 2 2 ,B s· B)2 R" [ )2 R [ ] + 7 + 4 I tn( t + d l ~[1)-
12 r2 ,B R[t)2 Sin[BJ2 Rd'[l) 4 r ,B R[tf Sin[8]2 Rd'[t] 60 r ,B Sin[B]2 Rd[t) 3 r R[t]2 Sin[8]2 Rd'[t) 
-------'----- - + - + ~[t]3 x2 Rd[t]3 Rd[t] ~[t] 
3 r ,B R[tf Sin[ Bf Rd'[l) 60 r2 /3 Sin[ Bf R'[1]2 Rd'(l] 120 r /3 R[l) Sin[ Bf R'(l] Rd[l] Rd'[l] 
--'---- ----''-- + + + ~[l] Rd[l] Rd[t)2 
12 r2 ,B R[t]2 Sin[B]2 R:i[1]2 R:J[l) 24 r2 ,B R[l) Sin[8)2 R"[t) Rd'[I] } 
3 + R [ ) , 0, 0. 0 , ~(l) d I 
{ 
I I ,B ,B 60 ,B 12 ,B 
O. O. O. O, -I +x2 - x2(-I +x2) - -1 +x2 + x2 (-I +x2) - (-1 +x2)R[l]2 + x2(-I +x2)R[l]2 + 
8npd 8nx2 pd 32{3 16,B /3~[1)2 A~[l]2 3~[1)2 
---- + - + + - ---
- l+x2 -l+x2 (-l+x2)Rd[1]2 x2(-l+x2)~[1]2 2(-l+x2) - l +x2 (-l+ x2)R[t]2 
3,BRd[t]2 60/3R'[t]2 12,BR'[t]2 3Rd[t]2 R'[t]2 3,B~[1]2R'[1]2 
---~+ + - -(-1 + x2) R[t]2 (- I + x2) R[t]2 x2 (-1 + x2) R[t]2 (-1 + x2) R[l]2 (-1 + x2) R[1]2 
120 f3 R'[t] R;,[1] 24 f3 R'[l) Rd[t] 96 ,B ~[t] R'[t] Rd[l] 6 ~[l) R'[t) R;,[t) 
------+ - + -(- I + x2) R[t] Rd[1) x2 (-1 + x2) R[t) Rd[l] (-1 + x2) R[1]3 (-1 + x2) R[1] 
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6 /3 Rd(t] R'(t] Rd[t] 96 /3 ~[t] R'[t]3 Rd[t] Rd[t]2 /3 R:i[t)2 60 /3 Rd[t]2 
----- - +--(-l +x2)R[t) (- l+x2)R[1]3 -l+x2 -l+x2 (- l+ x2)R[1]2 
64/3Rd[1)2 16/3R:i[t]2 252/3R'[1)2 Rd[1]2 120/3R'[t]Rd(t]3 32/3Rd(t]4 
---- +---- -(-1 +x2)~[t) 2 x2(-I +x2)Rd[1)2 (-1 +x2)R[t]2 (-I +x2)R[t]Rd[I] (-1 +x2)~[t] 2 
60 /3 R"[t] 12 /3 R"[t] 12 /3 ~(t]2 R"[t] 3 ~[1]2 R"[t) 3 f3 ~[t]2 R"[I] 
---- + - + - - --:---(-1 + x2 ) R[t} x2 (-1 + x2) R[t} (-1 + x2) R[t]3 (-1 + x2) R[t] (-1 + x2) R[t] 
12 /3 ~ [1)2 R'[1]2 R"[t) 120/3~[1] R'(I] R' [1] R"[t) 60 f3 R' [1]2 R" [1] 40 f3 R"[I] 
_ _ ___ .;;...d -- d - d + 
(- 1 +x2)R[t]3 (-1 +x2)R[1]2 (-1 +x2)R[t) (-I +x2)Rd[I] 
8 /3 R;{[lJ 2 Rd[t) R;{[t] 2 /3 Rd[t] Rd'[t] 48 /3 Rd[t] R;{[I] 48 /3 ~[1) R'(t]2 R;{[t) 
------'----- + - - - -
x2 (-I +x2)~(t] -I +x2 -I +x2 (- 1 +x2)R(t]2 (-1 +x2)R(t]2 
120 /3 R'[I] Rd[t] R;{[t] _ 40 /3 Rd[tf Rd'[t) _ 24 /3 ~(t] R"[t) R;{[t] _ 24 /3Rd'[t]2 O o} 
(-I +x2)R[t) (-1 +x2)~[t] (-I +x2)R[I] -I +x'.! ' ' ' 
{ 2 , 24 /3 60 x
2 f3 24 f3 8 f3 32 x2 f3 
0. 0, 0. 0, 0, -x + x- /3- --, + -- - 81T Pd - - -, + + --, + 
R[1]- R[1]2 Rd[1]- x2 Rd[1]2 ~(t]• 
I , , , 3 x2 ~[1]2 3 x2 /3 Rd[tf 24 /3 R'[1]2 60 x2 /3 R'[1)2 
- x2 /3 R [1)- - x- ,\ R [1]- - + - + -
2 d d R[1]2 R[tf R[1]2 R[1]2 
3 x2 ~[tf R'[tf 3 x2 /3 Rd[tf R'[tf 48 /3 R'[t} R' (t] 120 x2 /3 R'[t] R' [t] 
----- + - d + d + 
R[tf R[tf R[t] Rd[I] R[t] Rd[t] 
96 x2 /3 Rd(I] R'[1] Rd[I] 6 x2 ~[t] R'[I] Rd[I] 6 x2 /3 Rd(t] R'[I] Rd[I] 
------'----- + + 
R[t]3 R[t] R[t] 
96 x2 /3 Rd[t] R'(1]3 Rd(I] , D'[ ]' , /3 R.' [ ]' 60 x2 /3 Rd' (tf 24 /3 Rd' [tf 64 x2 /3 Rd[tf 
----. --- - x- ''cl t • + x- t - + - + + 
R[t]' d R[t]2 ~[t]2 Rd[t]2 
252x2 ,RR'[t]2 R:il•f + 120x2 ,BR'(tJR:iCtJ3 + 32x2 ,t.rn;,[t]4 - 24.LJR"(t] + 60x2 ,BR"(I] + 
R[t]2 R[I] Rd[I] Rd[1]2 R[I] R[I] 
12 x2 /3 Rd[tf R"[I] 3 x2 Rd(tf R"(I] 3 x2 /3 Rd[1]2 R"[t] 12 x2 /3 Rd[1]2 R'[lf R"(I] 
------ + + + 
R[1]3 R[1] R[1] R[1]3 
120 x2 /3 Rd[t] R'[t) R:i[1] R"[I] 60 x2 /3 R:ir1J2 R"[t] 16 /3 Rd'[I] 40 x2 /3 Rd[I] 
-----'---~-- + - + -
R[t]2 R[t) Rd[l) ~[I] 
2 xi ~[t) R;{[1] + 2 x2 /3 Rd[t] R:f[t] + 48 x2 /3 ~(:] R;{[t] + 48 x2 {3 ~(t] ~'[t]2 Rd(1] + 
R(1]- R[i]-
120 x2 /3 R'(t] Rd[t] Rd'[I) 40 x2 /3 Rd[tf Rd'[I) 24 x2 /3 Rd[I] R"[1] R;{[t] 2 ,, 2 } 
R[t] + ~(I] + R[I] + 24 x /3 Rd [t] . 0 . 
{ 
, . , , . , 24 f3 Sin[y]2 60 x2 f3 Sin[y]2 24 f3 Sin[y]2 
0. 0, 0. 0, 0, 0, - x- Sm[y]- + x- /3 Sm[y]- - , + , - 8 IT Pd - , + 
R{1]- R[1]- Rd[1]-
8 /3 Sin[y]2 32 x2 /3 Sin[y]2 I '/3 s· [ ]' D ·( ] ' ' \ s· [ 1' D · [ J' 3 x2 Sin[y]2 ~[t]2 
--- + + - x- m y - ''<l I - - x- I\ 1n y - ''d I - - + 
xi ~[t]2 ~[1]2 2 R[1]2 
3 x2 f3 Sin[y]2 ~[1]2 24 f3 Sin[y]2 R'[t]2 60 x2 f3 Sin[y]2 R'[tf 3 x2 Sin[yf ~[t]2 R'[1]2 
_....;.__;...._ __ - + - + 
R[t)2 R[t]2 R[t]2 R[t]2 
3 x2 /3 Sin[yf ~[1]2 R'[tf 48 /3 Sin[yJ2 R'[I] Rd[I] 120 x2 /3 Sin[y]2 R'(t) R:S(t] 
--'-------- - + + R[tf R[I] Rd[I] R[t] Rd[t] 
96 x2 /3 Sin[y)2 Rd[I) R'(tj R<l[I] 6 x2 Sin{y]2 Rd[I] R'[t] Rd[I] 6 x2 /3 Sin[yf Rd[I] R'[I] Rd[t] 
----'-------- - + + 
R(t]3 R[I] R[I] 
96 x2 /3 Sin[y]2 ~(1] R'[1]3 Rd[t] , s· [ ]' R' [ ]' , /3 s· [ ]' R' ( ]2 60 x2 /3 Sin[y]2 Rd(t]2 ---'---__;__-----=---~- - x- m y - t - + x- m y - t + ------
R[t]3 d d R[t)2 
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24 /3 Sin[yf R' [t]2 64 x2 f3 Sin[y)2 R' [1)2 252 x2 /3 Sin[yf R'[t]2 R' [tf 
------"d- + d + d + 
~002 ~002 R~ 
120 x2 /3 Sin(y]2 R'[t] Rd[t)3 + 32x2 /3 Sin[yf Rd[t]4 _ 24 /3 Sin[yf R"(l) + 60 x2 /3 Sin[yf R"(t) + 
R[t] Rd[t) Rd[t]2 R[t) R[t) 
12 x2 /3 Sin[y]2 Rd(tf R"ft) 3 x2 Sin[yf ~[t]2 R"(t] 3 x2 f3 Sin(y]2 Rd[tf R"[t) 
--------- + + R[t]3 R[t] R[t] 
12 x2 /3 Sin[y]2 ~[tJ2 R'(t]2 R"(t] + 120 x2 /3 Sin[y]2 ~[t) R' (t] Rd[t} R"(t] + 60 x2 f3 Sin[y]2 R:i(t]2 R"[t] _ 
R[t]3 R[t]2 R[t) 
16 /3 Sin[yf R;{[t] 40 x2 f3 Sin[y]2 Rd'[t] 2 .2 s· [ )2 R [] R"[) .2 /3 s· [ 12 R [] R"[] ~(I] + Rd[t] - x m Y d t d t + 2 x m y d t d t + 
48 x2 /3 Sin[y)2 Rd(t] Rd'[t] + 48 x2 /3 Sin[y)2 ~(t] R'(tf R;{[t] + 120 x2 /3 Sin[y]2 R'[t] Rd[t] R;{[t] + 
R[tf R[t]2 R[t] 
40 x2 f3 Sin[yj2 Rd(t]2 R;{[t] 24 x2 /3 Sin[y]2 Rd[t) R"[t] R;{[t] 2 /3 s· [ )2 R"[ l2}} 
Rd[t] + R[t) + 24 x m y d I 
Print[RiLL] 
3 R"[tJ 3 R;{llJ 2 2 R'[t]2 3 R[t) R'[t) R;,(t) R[t) R"(t] 11- R[t]-R;ftf·o. o,o.o,o,o),{o. l-r2 +~+ (l-r2JRd[tJ + l-r2 .o,o,o,o, o), 
I , r
2 (-l+r2) , , , , 3r2 R[t]R'[tJR;,[t], } 
0. 0, - I + 3 r + , - Cot[ OJ- + Csc[OJ- + 2 r R'[l)- + R [ ) + r R[t) R"[tj . 0. 0, 0, 0 , 
1 - r- d t 
!O. 0. 0, Sin[0)2 + 2 r Sin[0]2 + (- 1 + r) Sin[8)2 + r (-I + r2>,Sin[B) 2 + 2 r Sin[8]2 R'[t]2 + 3 r2 R[t] Sii~]~ R'[t) R;,[t) + 
I-~ dl 
' . ' " I 2 3 Rd[t] R'(l) R:,[1] 2 R:,[1)2 Rd[I) R:,'[1] l 
r R[l] Sin[ OJ- R [l]. 0. 0, 0), 0. 0, 0, 0, I _ xl + (I _ xl) R[t] + l _xi + I _xi · 0, 0 • 
{ , x
2 (-1 + x2) 3 x2 Rd[I) R'[I] R:S[t] , , , 2 ,, } 0, 0, 0. 0. 0, -1 + 3 x- + l _xi + R[t) + 2 x- Rd[1J- + x ~[t) Rd (1) , 0 , 
( 
, . , , . , x2 (-l+x2)Sinl>']2 
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 2 x- Stn[y)- + (-1 + x-) Sm[y]- + 2 + 1-x 
3 
x
2 
Sin[y]
2 =~1~1] R'[t] R:, [t) + 2 x2 Sin[yf Rd[1)2 + x2 Sin[yf R4 [1] Rd'[1J}} 
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Appendix H: Gauss-Bonnet Solutions 
This code solves the constraint equations obtained from Eq. (6.5) and Eq (6.6). 
In this code x and y are used to denote the external and internal radii coefficients 
respectively. Eq. (6.9) and Eq. (6.10) are the simplified versions ofGl and 02 
respectively in the code. Values for ,8 and A. are picked to be + 1 or - 1, and all 
combinations of these values are used to find numerical solutions for x and y. 
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GI = 2 ,8 (90 y"4 + 180 x " 2 y"2 + 36 x"3 y + 360 x y" 3 + 90 x"2 y"2 +A)+ 3 x "2 + 15 y"2 + I 8 x y: 
G2=2,8(90y" 4+60x" 2y"2+24x"3y+ 120y" 4+ 120y"3 x+240x y"3+ 
60x" 2y" 2 + 12 x"2y"2 + 30x"2y"2 +A)+ 2 x" 2 + 6 y"2 + 12x y + x"2 + 15 y"2; 
GI I = Simplify[G I]; 
G22 = Simplify[G2]; 
.8 = B; 
A= L; 
Print[G I I]; 
Print[G22]; 
3 (x2 + 6 x y + 5 y2) + 2 .B (A + 18 y (2 x3 + 15 x2 y + 20 x y2 + 5 y3 )) 
3 (x2 + 4 x y + 7 y2 ) + 2 ,B(A + 6 y (4 x3 + 27 x2 y + 60 x y2 + 35 y3)) 
Expand[G22] 
2 BL + 3 x2 + I 2 x y + 48 B x3 y + 2 I y2 + 324 B x2 y2 + 720 Bx y3 + 420 B y4 
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NSolve[{G 11 == 0, G22 = 0), {x, y)) 
NSolve: :zerosol : 
Scale of possible solution value 4.3069234202610046' *"-17 for variable 
y is too small. Must set this value to zero in order to avoid generation 
of spurious solutions. This may cause the loss of some solutions. 
NSolve: :zerosol : 
Scale of possible solution value -3.58347 x 10- 17 for variable y is too 
small. Must set this value to zero in order to avoid generation of 
spurious solutions. This may cause the loss of some solutions. 
{{x-+ 0.64787, y-+ -0.518769), {:-:-+ -0.64787, y-+ 0.518769), {x-+ -0.356343 i. y-+ 0.388045 i ), 
(x -+ 0.356343 i, y -+ - 0.388045 ii, {x -+ 0.11 06 + 0. 155362 i , y-+ 0.1106 + 0. 155362 i) , 
(x -+ 0. 1106 - 0.155362 i , y-+ 0. 1106 - 0. 155362 i}, {x -+ -0. 1106 + 0. 155362 i. y -+ - 0.1 106 + 0.155362 i}, 
{x-+ -O. I 106-0.155362i, y-+ -0.1106-0.155362i}, {x-+ 1.1965, y-+ -0.162656), 
{x-+ - 1.1965, y-+ 0.162656). (x-+ -0.762562 i, y-+ 0.0462808 i), 
{x -+ 0. 762562 i, y-+ -0.0462808 i}, {x -+ 0.816497 i, y-+ 0}, {x -+ - 0.816497 i , y -+ 0)) 
b = 0. I= 0 
{{x -+ 0.". y-+ 0.")) 
b=l.l=I 
{(x-+ 0.6478699769785745'. y-+ -0.51876908730295 1 T}, 
{x-+ -0.647869976978574'. y-+ 0.518769087302951 I'), 
(x-+ -0.35634309498928357' i. y-+ 0.38804546250549 11 6' i), 
{x -+ 0.35634309498928357' i. y -+ -0.38804546250549 116 · i). 
77 
{x -+ 0.11060037628304438' + 0. 15536153043374046' i. y-+ 0. 11 06003762830482' + 0. 155361530433 73907' i). 
{x -+ 0.11060037628304438' - 0.15536153043374046' i. y-+ 0.1106003762830482' - 0. 15536153043373907' i). 
{x-+ - 0.1 1060037628304559' + 0.1553615304337423' i. 
y -+ - 0. 11060037628304809' + 0. 1553615304337388' i), 
{x-+ -0. 11060037628304559' -0. 1553615304337423' i, 
)'-+ - 0. 11060037628304809' - 0.1553615304337388' i) , 
{x -+ 1.1964960863046765'. y-+ -0. 16265599469258865'}, 
tx -+ -1.1964960863046785', y -+ 0.1626559946925886'}, 
(x-+ - 0.7625620285648537' i , y-+ 0.046280824564060505' i) , 
{x-+ 0.7625620285648537' i. y-+ -0.046280824564060505' i) , 
{x-+ 0.8 16496580927726' i. y-+ 0), {x -+ -0.816496580927726' i. y -+ 0)) 
Printed by Mathematica for Students 
b=l.L= - 1 
{(x-+ 0.46467659713885034' - 0.25985482366689666' i, 
y-+ -0.36192994256446087' + 0.2696915796716255' ii, 
(x-+ 0.46467659713885034' + 0.25985482366689666' i. 
y-+ - 0.36192994256446087' - 0.2696915796716255' i}, 
78 
{x -+ -0.464676597138851 1' - 0.2598548236668956' i , y -+ 0.3619299425644616' + 0.26969157967162416 · i), 
{x-+ -0.46467659713885 11 ' + 0.2598548236668956' i , y-+ 0.3619299425644616' - 0.26969157967162416' i), 
{x -+ 0.22399378854228771 ' i , y-+ 0.22399378854228896' c}, 
{x-+ - 0.22399378854228771' i. y -+ - 0.22399378854228896' i) , 
(X-+ 0.16236900411101302', y -+ 0. 1623690041 1101848'}. 
{x -+ - 0. 1623690041110145', y-+ -0.162369004 11101834 '}, 
{x-+ - 0.8338790770218952' - 0.5218482099345797' i , 
)' -+ 0. 121518 14690454865' + 0.039972787962350605' i}. 
{x-+ - 0.83387907702 18952' + 0.52 18482099345797' i, 
)' -+ 0.12 151814690454865' - 0.039972787962350605' i}, 
{x -+ 0.83387907702 18941' - 0.52 18482099345727' i, 
y-+ -0. 12151814690454846' + 0.039972787962350625 ' i}, 
{x -+ 0.833879077021894 1' + 0.5218482099345727' i. 
)'-+ -0. 12151814690454846' - 0.039972787962350625' i}. 
{x-+ 0.8 16496580927726', y -+ 0), {x -+ - 0.8 16496580927726'. y-+ 0)1 
b =- 1, l =- l 
(Ix-+ 0.2598548236668957' - 0.464676597138851' i. y-+ -0.26969157967162416' + 0 36192994256446154' i}. 
(x-+ 0.2598548236668957' + 0.464676597138851 ' i , y-+ -0.26969157967162416' - 0.36192994256446 154' i}, 
{x -+ -0.25985482366689494' - 0.4646765971388502' i. 
)'-+ 0.2696915796716236' + 0.36192994256446054 ' i}. 
{x-+ - 0.25985482366689494' + 0.464676597 1388502' i. 
)'-+ 0.2696915796716236' - 0.36192994256446054' i). 
{x-+ 0.22399378854229016'. y-+ 0.22399378854228866'}, 
{x-+ - 0.22399378854229143', y-+ -0.22399378854228846'}, 
{x-+ 0. 162369004 1110 1757' i, y -+ 0.1623690041110 I 80T ii. 
{x -+ - 0.16236900411 101757' i. y -+ - 0.1623690041110 l 80T i) , 
{x -+ - 0.5218482099345888' - 0.8338790770219096 · i, 
y-+ 0.03997278796235019' + 0. 12151814690454892' i). 
{x-+ - 0.5218482099345888' + 0.8338790770219096' i. 
)' -+ 0.03997278796235019' - 0.12151814690454892' i). 
(x -+ 0.5218482099345786 · - 0.8338790770219108' i , 
y-+ -0.03997278796235015' + 0.12151814690454861' i) , 
{x -+ 0.52 18482099345786 · + 0.8338790770219108' i , 
y -+ -0.03997278796235015. - 0.12151814690454861' i) , 
(x-+ 0.8 16496580927726' i , y-+ 0), (x-+ - 0.816496580927726' i , y-+ 0)1 
Printed by Mathematica for Students 
b = -1, I= I 
{{x-+ -0.6478699769785744' i , y-+ 0.5187690873029518' i) , 
{x-+ 0.6478699769785744' i , y-+ -0.5187690873029518' Ii}, 
{x -+ -0.3563430949892838' , y -+ 0.3880454625054913 '}, 
Ix -+ 0.3563430949892827'. y-+ - 0.38804546250549027'}, 
79 
{x -+ 0.1553615304337445' + 0. 11060037628304 124' i, y-+ 0.15536 153043373865' + 0.1106003762830487' i}, 
{x -+ 0.1553615304337445' - 0.11060037628304124' i , y-+ 0.15536 153043373865' - 0.1106003762830487' i}, 
{x-+ -0.15536 15304337405' + 0.1 1060037628304598' i, 
y ... -0.15536 15304337390 r + 0. 11060031628304799' ii, 
{x-+ -0.1553615304337405' - 0.11060037628304598' i, 
y-+ -0.15536 153043373901' - 0.11060037628304799' i) , 
{x -+ -1. 1964960863046692' i , y-+ 0. 16265599469258887' i), 
Ix-+ 1. 1964960863046692' i , y-+ -0.16265599469258887' ii, 
(x-+ - 0.7625620285648562', y-+ 0.04628082456406072'), 
{x-+ 0.7625620285648527', y-+ -0.046280824564060456'1, 
{x-+ 0.816496580927726', y-+ 0), {x-+ -0.816496580927726'. y -+ 0)} 
/3=1;.A=O; 
{(x-+ -0.4829569073178692', y -+ 0.3414139636086322'}, 
{x -+ 0.4829569073178688', y-+ -0.3414139636086315'}. 
{x -+ 0.15430334996209225' i, y-+ 0.15430334996209186' i). 
tx-+ -0.15430334996209225' i , y-+ -0. 15430334996209186' ii, 
Ix-+ -0.26 13858 148860 1753 ' + 0.0777550093767 1807' i. 
y -+ 0. 106763 73511794296' + 0.08852382920220378' i). 
(x-+ -0.26138581488601753' -0.07775500937671807' i. 
y-+ 0.10676373511794296' - 0.08852382920220378' i}, 
{x-+ 0.2613858148860165' + 0.0777550093767196·f i , 
y-+ -0.10676373511794222' + 0.08852382920220309' i) , 
{x-+ 0.2613858148860165' -0.07775500937671964' i. 
y -+ - 0. 10676373511794222' - 0.08852382920220309' i), 
(x -+ 0.88603406427 18987', y-+ -0. 13845430549736923 '). 
(x-+ -0.88603406427 19347', y-+ 0.13845430549736878'}. {x-+ 0.'. y-+ O.' }I 
f3 = - I; A= O; 
(Ix -+ - 0.48295690731786833 · i. y -+ 0.34141396360863085' i) , 
(x -+ 0.48295690731786833 · i , y -+ -0.34141396360863085' i) , 
(x -+ -0.1543033499620868', y -+ -0. 15430334996209277' }, 
(x-+ 0.15430334996209397', y-+ 0.15430334996209155'}, 
(x -+ - 0.07775500937672025' - 0.2613858148860235' i , 
y-+ - 0.08852382920220186' + 0.10676373511794572 ' i), 
(x -+ -0.07775500937672025 ' + 0.2613858148860235' i, 
y -+ -0.08852382920220 186' - 0.10676373511794572 ' i), 
(x-+ 0.07775500937671907' - 0.26138581488601725' i, y-+ 0.08852382920220334' + 0.1067637351179427' i), 
{x-+ 0.07775500937671907' + 0.26138581488601725' i , y-+ 0.08852382920220334' - 0.1067637351179427' ii , 
(x -+ -0.886034064271 9055' i , y -+ 0. 13845430549736915' i) , 
{x -+ 0.8860340642719055' i , y-+ - 0.13845430549736915' i) , {x -+ O.', y-+ 0.'}) 
solutions check 
Printed by Mathematica for Students 
t = 3 (x2 + 6 x y + 5 y2) + 2 B (L + 18 y (2 x3 + 15 x2 y + 20 xi + 5 y3)): 
u = 2 B (90y"4 + 60x"2y"2 + 24 x"3 y + 120 y"4 + 120y"3 x + 240 xy" 3 + 
x= O; 
y = - 0; 
B = 0: 
L=O; 
Print[t); 
Print[u] ; 
0 
0 
60x"2y"2+ 12x"2y"2 +30x"2y"2+ L)+2x"2+6y"2+ 12xy +x"2+ 15y"2; 
{x--. 0.3563430949892827', y--. -0.38804546250549027'}, 
A 
Printed by Mathematica for Students 
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